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Shooting
victims
ID'd by
officials

Several file to
run for elected
positions in
Nov. election
Sy TOM BERRY
Staff Whter
Tuesday was the filing deadline for candidates wanting to
run for public offices in
Murray-Calloway County and
several non-partisan and independents have pitched their hats
into the ring in races for local
school boards and the Hazel
City Council.
According to a report from
Calloway County Clerk R.ay
Coursey Jr., candidates for three
on
Murray.
seats
the
Independent School Board
include incumbents Mark C.
Vinson. Laura Pitman and
Donnie Winchester. Candidates
for two seats on the Calloway
County School Board include
Steve Grogan and Terry W.
Bourland.
Three candidates have filed to
run for the office of mayor of
Hazel. The list includes Mayor
Kerry Vasseur. who wili be
challenged by Crystal Green
and Richard H. Bennett.
fwelve candidates have filed
for six seats on the Hazel City
Council. The list includes
Michelle Sharp, Reginald
"Scooter"
John
Kendall,
Paschall, Tonya Drennon,
Joycelyn Hardin. Sheila White,
Joe D. Thompson, Rodney F.
Young, Megan Vaughn. Richard
Richardson, Batyah Sandra
Richardson and Lori Charlton.
Also this week. all candidates
facing opposition in thc upcorning election are notified to be in
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Bodies of husband,
wife found lying in
driveway of home

hiAwie,thiS TEAGUE Ledger & Times rite photo
Attendees at last year's "Play Day in the Park" use one of the "bubble balls" at the event. This year's play day
is set for Saturday, Sept. 25, at Murray-Calloway Central Park from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. Murray has been named a
'Playful City USA" for two years in a row and the committee has applied for a third designation in 2010.

Harrington: Preparations being
made for'Play Day in the Park'
dren's lives, honors cities with the
award each year. Playful City USA
designations have not yet been
announced for 2010 so it's not yet
known whether Murray has been
named for a third year in a row,
according to Kaboomorg's official
Web site.
However there is lots of fun in store
for youngsters and adults that attend
the Murray event.
"The Ivlational Guard is coming to
bring their obstacle course so we are
really excited about that," Harrington
said. "I think they have a rock-climbing wall, inflatables and l'm not really
sure what all they have, but it's an lot
of fun whatever it is."
Harrington said Murray State
University may loan the event some
"bubble balls" like they did last year,
but that is not yet confirmed.

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
arents and their children are
invited to come out to MurrayCalloway Central Park on
Saturday, Sept. 25, for a third "Play
Day in the Park."
Pat Harrington. one of the organizers of the event, said the fun will
begin at 9 a.m. and continue until 2
p.m.
Murray has twice been named as
one of 93 conrimunities in the country
as "Playful City USA" - the only city
in Kentucky to receive the honor and
a "Celebration of Playful City" event
has been planned. The designation
honors cities and towns across
American for making a commitment
to providing children a place to play.
KaBoom, a national non-profit dedicated to bringing play back into chil-

p

For more information about Playful
Cities, go online to www.kaboom.org.
Kaboom's mission is to create great
playspaces through the participation
and leadership of communities.
Ultimately, the organization envisions
a place tc play within walking distance of every child in America. The
event began in August 1995 when 24year-old Darell Hammond read a
story in the Washington Post about
two local children who suffocated
while playing in an abandoned car
because they didn't have anywhere
else to play. Hammond, who had previously helped build several playgrounds for other organizations, realized the tragedy could have been prevented if a place to play had been
accessible and "Play Day in the Park"

By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
The Calloway County Sheriff's
Department has released additional information on what they believe to be a
domestic related murder-siticide from
Monday night.
According to a news release provided by
the sheriff's department. the bodies of
James "Eddie" Morgan, 64. and his wife,
Karen Morgan.47, were found lying in the
driveway of 322 Scott Fitts Road at
approxirrtately 5:30 p.m. An autopsy watt
performed yesterday in Madisonville and
preliminary results indicate Karen Morgan
died from a single gunshot wound to the
chest and James "Eddie" Morgan died
from a single gunshot wound to the head;
Both the sheriff's office and the
Calloway County Coroner's Office are
continuing to investigate the incident. The
release states that at this tin-.e, the deaths.

111 See Page 2A

Picnic organizer
angry at Senate
candidate's remarks
By Tlve ASSOCIATED PRESS
FRANKFORT. Ky. -- Republican
Senate candidate Rand Paul angered a
small-town Kentucky church on Tuesday
by saying politicians who attended its
fundraising picnic had to worry about having beer thrown on them. a claim parishioners say isn't true.
Paul described his view of the picnic to
conservative radio personality Sean

•See Page 2A
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By The Assedated Press
Heat advisory in effect
through 8 p.m. CDT
Thursday...
• •••
Wednesday...Partly sunny
with a 20 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Highs in the upper 90s.
Southwest winds around 5 mph.
Wednesday night...Partly
cloudy with a 20 percent chance
of showers and thunderstorms
Lows in the mid 70s.
Thursday...Partly sunny with
a 30 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Highs in the
mid 90s.
night...Partly
Thursday
cloudy with a 20 percent chance
of showers and thunderstorms.
Lows in the mid 70s.
Friday...Partly sunny with a
20 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Highs in the
mid 90s
Friday night...Partly cloudy.
Lows in the mid 70s.
Saturday...Partly cloudy. A 20
percent chance of showers and
thunderstorms. Highs in the mid
90s.
night. .Partly
Saturday
cloudy. A 20 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Lows in the lower 70s.
Sunciay...Partly sunny with a
30 percent chance oi showers
and thunderstorms. Highs in the
mid 90s
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Primary winners highlight
political inexperience
By DAVID ESPO
AP Special Correspondent
WASHINGTON (AP) — All
hail inexperience — the less
familiarity with politics the
better, no matter the party or
state.
"This election is the first
time my name has ever been
on a ballot," appointed Sen.
Michael Bennet of Colorado
said Tuesday night, hours after
dispatching his rival in a bitter
Democratic primary.
Two major mountain ranges
away. first-time Republican
candidate Linda McMahon
said it slightly differently.
"The support of the voters of
Connecticut isn't bestowed by
the establishment or the pundits or the media. It isn't a
birthright," the former World
Wrestling Entertainment executive said after winning the

III See Page 8A
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CORN MAZE: For the second year, Locust Grove Baptist Church, Locust Grove Road in
Murray, will offer a corn maze to the public. It will be open every Thursday. Fnday and
Saturday from Sept. 9, to Oct. 2. All proceeds benefit the youth and missions ministries at
Locust Grove Baptist Church. A water machine will be available inside the maze for free.
Other drinks will be available for purchase. An admission charge applies Children under 5
are free.
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GOP senatorial nomination in
her first run for otfice.
Bennet and McMahon were
two of the most distinctive
winners on a busy primary
night, one an incumbent who
proved able to handle the type
of primary' challenge that has
claimed lawmakers elsewhere.
the other the epitome of the
conservative outsider who will
carry the GOP banner into the
fall campaign, with control of
Congress and 37 governorships at stake.
Each now pivots to the fall
campaign. Bennet will face
Ken Buck, another self-proclaimed outsider; McMahon is
the clear underdog against
Richard Blumenthal, the veter
an Democratic attome:. general of Connecticut.
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II Remarks...
From Front

KYSER LOUGH / Ledger 8 Times
FRESHMAN 0: The incoming freshman class at Murray High School participated in a freshman orientation this week. Among activities like meeting their homeroom teacher and touring
the school. students were photographed wearing a cap and gown for a project organized by
Teresa Speed, principal. The goal is to visualize a student's four-year commitment to education and the school's commitment to helping them. Pictured, Natalie Adams has her cap
adjusted by Sherry urdom before her photo.

For Best Results
Place Your Ad
With Us
Call 753-1916

II Shooting...

cide. Bill Marcum, Calloway
County Sheriff, said the investi-

From Front

gation is wrapping up pending
final results from the coroner
and medical examiner's office.

appear to be the result ot a
domestic related murder-sui-
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Hannity while talking about
how objects are sometimes
hurled at politicians.
"We were in a place called
Fancy Fartn. which is just a
wild picnic where they boo
your entire speech." Paul said at
the end of the show. -And it's a
very partisan thing, and you do
worry about people throwing
beer on you and throwing
things at you, so it is kind of
wild thing to run for office."
Though there was plenty of
booing, nothing was thmwn at
politicians at the picnic on
Saturday. It annually draws
politicians who spend the day
glad-handing with voters and
delivering stump speeches. It
has been a good fundraiser for
the western Kentucky parish for
130 years and has evolved into
the traditional kickoff of the fall
campaign season in the state.
Parisher Mark Wilson, who
helps organize the picnic. said
the comment simply wasn't
true. that beer sales aren't even
legal in the tiny farming community served by the church.
He wants Paul to take it back.
"We have never known of any
objects being thrown, and especially we•ve never heard of any
problems with beer being
thrown," Wilson said. ''It's the
perception that we just have a
bunch of rowdy. beer-drinking
folks there. and that's a perceptioa we don't want at St.
Jerome"
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News in Bnef
Louisville woman charged after leaving kids in car
LOUISVILLE. Ky. itkPi — A grand jury in Louisville has
indicted a woman accused of leaving her two children inside a hot
sport utility vehicle while she shopped for groLeries.
WAVE-TV in Louisville reported two counts of wanton endangerment were returned Monday by a Jefferson County grand jury
against Ayat Rebhi Liyed.
Itilv 19 in the
Police say the children were found in the SI
parking lot of a Meijer (MY•-ur) store.
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Coroner-. bones identified as those of missing man
SOMERSET, Ky.(AP) — Human hones :mind in a southern
Kentucky woods have been identified as those of a man missing
•
for nearly seven years.
The Conunonwealth Journal of Somerset reported the state medical examiner has positively identified the remains as those of
Leroy Price, who was last seen alive April 21, 2003.
A property- owner a few miles from Price's home discovered the
bones in April. On Monday, Pulaski County Coroner Richard New
said they had been identified.
New said none of the bones were broken and Price appeared to
have crawled under a low rock ledge wheri his remains indicated
he lay down on his side and died there. The cause of his death at

Maxine
Funeral
Tuesday, A

age 54 was not evident

Kentucky Speedway to host Cup date in July 2011

/PI

SPARTA. Ky. AP) — Kentucky Speedway's long wait for a
NASCAR Sprint Cup date is over.
Stock ezr's top series will visit the I.5-mile oval for a 400-mile
race on July 9. 2011. The track will receive one of the Cup race
dates normally' reserved for Atlanta Motor Speedway.
The announcement ends a decade-long struggle for the track's
original owners to get a Cup race. They filed an antitrust lawsuit
against NASCAR and International Speedway Corp. in 2005,
claiming the two groups had an unfair monopoly over the sport.
The case ended earlier this year.
Speedway' Motorsports Inc. owner Bruton Smith, who bought
the track in 2008. called the move a great victory for NASCAR
and Kentucky.
The Cup race will be coupled with the annual visit from the
Nationwide Series, which had previously been run in June.

Kornai:

Artists from across Ky. to perform during games

TOM BERRY/Ledger 8 Times
Senate candidate Rand Paul
addresses the crowd at this
year's annual Fancy Farm
Political Picnic.

II Playful...
From Front
created.
Each Playful City USA community demonstrates commitment to the cause of play' in the
areas of quantity, quality and
access. Quality relates to the
number of usable, open playspaces. Quality involves subjective factors that encourage
repeated use and make playspaces engaging, exciting,
interesting and fun. Access
entails the ability to get to a
playspace, such as roads and
trails, and a lack of barriers to
playspace such as cost.
-afety, traffic and locked gates.

1.T.XINGTON. Ky.(AP) Racing offkials in Kentucky arc
preparing new' rules that would allow them to randomly' drug test
racehorses at virtually any time, even those stabled out of state.
and those not entered in competition.
A draft of the proposal discussed Tuesday requires owners ot
any horse eligible to race in Kentucky — even those not entered
in a race — to make their animals available for random testing for
a varlet) of illegal performance-enhancing drugs.
Jerry Yon. chairman of the equine drug panel of the Kentucky
Horse Racing Commission, says testing procedures to be in place
by November, when Churchill Downs hosts the Breeders' Cup.
The drug panel had a lively discussion on the concept. which is
modeled on similar programs in New York and Indiana. The committee was unable to agree on some of the details, so it will take at
least one more meeting next month before the full commission can
approve it.
Refusal to submit for testing in a timely manner makes the horse
ineligible to race in Kentucky for six months, and Yon said most
other states would likely honor that suspension. If a horse tests
positive for some of the worst drug violations. the penalties for its
handlers are stiff — a 10-year suspension and $50,000 fine.
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Our annual
Childbirth
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The address of a house fire on
Vine Street in Tuesday's paper was
mistakenly identified as 602. The
actual address or the tire was at
600 Vine Street.
The Murray I.edger & Times
to ensure accurate and lair
reporting: however mistakes occasionally occur It is the Ledger's
policy to correct errors To report a
news mistake or error, call 7531916
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Whether you're ,
already pregnant,just
thinking about it or have
recently welcomed
a little one to your family,
Western Baptist's Childbirth Fair
is a fun and informative stop. Meet
our team of experts who can answer
your Questions, and tour the Birthing
Center and OB suites. Learn about our
StorkCentral classes and programs.
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- - -The Kentucky Arts Council
FRANKFORT. Ky.
more than 1(10 performing artists and groups have been selected to
perform at the horse park in Lexington during the World
Equestrian Gaines.
The agency says 109 choral groups. orchestra groups, bands.
solo performers, storytellers and theater troupes are from all
regions of the state.
They' will perform at the Kentucky' Experience Pavilion stage
during the games Sept. 25 through Oct. 10.
The schedule of performances will be announced and posted
online in late August.
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Fingerprinting leads to 47,000 deporations

munities safer," Napolitano said.
WASHINGTON (APt - A the government spends too eral cnminal databases
an
Rocha,
Richard
,CI ICeS tor Colleen Moore, 82. of Murray were schedFuneral'
Under Secure Communities,
rapidly expanding illegal immi- much time on lower-level crimiand Customs
ukd for 11 a.m. today, Wednesday. August 11 at the J.H. Churchill gration enforcement program nals and people who have not they also go to Immigration and Immigration
Funeral Horne with John Dale and Jason Hart offi- has led to the deportation of committed crimes They also Customs Enforcenient to run Enforcement spokesman, said
ciating. Burial followed at Murray City Cemetery. 47,0(S) people over 18 months aflege the program makes peo- through Homeland Security Monday non-cnminals may be
Expressions of sympathy may go to; Glendale when the Homeland Security ple fearful of reporting crimes. databases
people who have failed to show
Road Church of Christ. 1101 Glendale Rd. Murray. Department was sifting through does not protect against racial
Immigration ..nd Customs up fot deportation hearings, who
Ky. 42071 or Susan G. Komen for the cure 2301 millions of fingerpnnts taken at profiling and is being forced on Enforcement divides crimes into recently crossed the border illeHurstboume Village Dr., Suite 700, Louisville, KY. local jail bookings.
some communities without con- three categories. with Level 1 gally or who re-entered the
40299. Online condolences can be left at www.thebeing the most serious. Level 1 country after deportation. He
About one-quarter of those sent.
jhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Active pallbsarers did not have criminal records
"ICE essentially thmws a gill crimes include actions that also said it's important to
were Roy Moore, James Rose, James Beane, Brett
and slightly less-about a fifth net over the concept of immigra- threaten or compromise national remember that more people
Emts-y, Matthew Eike and Ronald Farris. Music
- had committed or were tion reforrn. It sweeps up all the security. murder, rape. drug commit offenses that are considperformed by Todd Walker and the Glendale
charged with what are catego- little people along with what crimes punishable by more than ered Level 2 and 3 cnmes.
Road Church of Christ Singers.
Wore
The Obama administration
they say is their intention, which one yesu-, theft and even resisting
Moore died Saturday, August 7, 2010 following rized as the most senous crimes,
wants Secure Communities
arrest.
violent
and
serious
deport
to
is
data
to
government
according
a battle with cancer. She was an active member of the Glendale
Most of those deported com- operating nationwide by 2013.
Road Church of Christ. She retired from Bell South after 34 years obtained by immigration advo- criminals," said San Francisco
As of Aug. 3, 494 counties
Sheriff Michael Hennessey, mitted Level 2 or 3 cnmes or
and remained a member of Telephone Pioneers ot Amenca. She was cacy groups who had sued.
ICE posted the data on its whose city is having trouble get- were non-cnminals, a monthly and local and state agencies in
Prime Life Member of Murray Calloway Co. Hospital and particirepon of Secure Communities 27 states were sharing fingerpated in Murray Calloway County's Relay for Life. She is survived website late Monday in advance ting out of the program.
pnnts from jail bookings
statistics shows.
on
up
picked
people
said
He
data
the
of
group's
the
relea.se
of
anti
Embry
by ene brother. Bobby G. Moore, two nieces. Jean E.
Homeland Secunty Secretary through the nrogram.
traffic v‘olations. whose charrs
Kathy Hayes and nephew Michael Moore. all of Paducah. Three Tuesday.
California had the highest
The federal govemment say- are later dropped, still get Janet Napolitano announced
great nieces and two great nephews survive. She was preceded in
of immigrants
that
Secure percentage
Tuesday
the fingerpnnt sharing program. deported.
death by her parents, Robert C. and Maude M. Tucker Moore.
From October 2008 through Communities is in place in all 25 deported who had committed
known as Secure Communitiss,
helps to identify cnminal immi- June of this year, 46.929 people counties along the U.S.-Mexico Level I cnmes, with 38 percent
Maxine Houston
Secure border. Her statement. released of a total 14,823 immigrants
through
Funeral services for Maxine Houston, 80, of Murray took place grants who threaten public safe- identified
Communities were removed just before advmates criticized sent out of the country, accordTuesday, August 10 at the I.H. Churchiil Funeral Home with Bro. ty in the U.S.
Secure Communities is one from the U.S., the documents the prograrn in a conference call ing to statistics from 24 of the
Hal Shipley officiating. Burial followed in Murray
Memonal Gardens. Online condolences can be left of several ICE programs target- show. Of those. 12,293 were with media. did not say when states participating thros.gh the
end of June. In Georgia. 39 perat www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
ing immigrants charged or con- considered non-criminals and that occurred.
"Secure Communities gives cent of 624 immigrants removed
Active pallbearers were Ben Hendrick, Johnny victed of crimes. Overall, 49 9,831 were labeled as having
McDougal, Jimmy Graham. Don Murdock, Fred percent of the immigrants ICE committed the most serious ICE the ability to work widi our were non-cnminals. the highest
state and local lavv enforcement rate among the states. Travis
Richter and Ciary Murdock. Honorary' were mem- has deported so far this year crimes.
bers of the Senior Women's Class at Locust Grove have been cnminals, compared
people partners to identify cnminal County, Texas led all counties
of
Fingerprints
Baptist Church. Music was performed by Robert to 35 percent all of last fiscal booked into jails already are sent aliens who are already in their with the highest percentage of
Houston, Margaret Richter and Sharon Piercall.
their non-criminals deported, 82 perexpediting
to state criminal justice depart- custody,
year.
Houston died at 9:07 p.m. Saturday, August 7,
Immigration advocates say ments to be checked against fed- removal and keeping our corn- cent of 724.
2010 at Hickory Woods Retirement Center. She
Houston
was a homemaker and attended Murray Training
School. She was a member of the Locust Grove
Baptist Church. Houston was also a member of the adult womens.
Sunday school class and the W.M.U. She was bom Dec. 22, 1929
in Calloway Co. She had volunteered at Need Line for over 10 years
and was a very avid MSU basketball and St. Louis Cardinals fan.
.i.elt
.1s."II
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Survivors include her daughter, Annette Baccus(Lindsey)of Cadiz,
Fla. limited amount of time for emerCANAVERAL,
CAPE
Ky., two sons, Phil Houston and his wife. Lisa, of Springfield, Tenn.,
pair of spacewalking gency repairs before the crew
Rex Houston of Mun-ay; two grandchildren, April Haneline Tybor of (AP)- A
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year.
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luck as they got started on
To find out
Cadiz Christian Church, attn. Fellowship Hall what's considered to be one of
Building Fund, P.O. Box 1960, Cadiz. KY 42211. the most challenging repairs in
what's
Brooks
Online condolences can be left at www.the- the 12-year history of the orbitFlnanciai Consultants IL-R).
happenin
jhchurchillfuneralhorne.com.
Alto"'
ing complex.
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Brooks died at 10:35 p.m. Sunday, August 8, 2010 at her home.
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She was a school teacher for 31 years after retiring from Rockwood today."
Control
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School District in St. Louis, Mo.
radioed. "Help us take care of
read the
She was preceded in death by her parents, Sant and Mamie
this pump...
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Marty
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Somerset, Ky and Clayton Brooks and
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help
should
That
spacewalk.
Vanessa
and grandchildren, Nicholas Starke of Des Moines, Iowa,
Starke of Columbia, Mo.. Russell Brooks and Ryan Brooks both of prevent ammonia from spewing
out like it did during Saturday's
Washington, Mo.
•ta
spacewalk. The leak developed
All Trees & Shrubs
on
connector
jammed
a
around
Mary 'Louise' Mayer
Car7v)
(Cash
Ali bird feeders & bird feed, copper
On Tuesday, July 6, 2010, Mary Louise Mayer, age 87 of an ammonia hose; the spaceArlington, VA. passed away peacefully. Beloved wife for 58 years walkers had to hammer the conchimes,
wind
chains,
fire pits. rain
and preceded in death by her late husband. Captain nector loose, then plug it back in
sun dials, bird baths and rnore!
Robert Southali Mayer, Jr., USMC (rstired); moth- to stop the stream of ammonia.
, Cash I Celery;
This time, the spacewalkers
er of Carol Mayer Study of Shallotte, N.C.; John P.
Mayer of Ariington, VA. and Mary Lou Mayer- hoped to isolate the troublesome
Hildreth of Washington D.C.; and grandmother to connector by closing off valves
Sean P. Mayer of Wayne , W.Va.; and Lauryn M. that are located upstream. and
Hildreth of Washington D.C.
by venting out any residual
Louise grew up in Paris. Tenn. She was the ammonia.
41111-414suilli,
daughter of the late Asa F. Long and Lucy Weldon
Their objective Wednesday
yerar•Ls'•
.
..-er.orce.....s-icserr
in
School
High
Grove
E.W.
to
Long. She went
was to remove the broken 780In
1940.
Paris, TN.. and graduated with the Class of
pound pump, about the size of a
the 1940s she attended Texas State College for bathtub. A spare would be
Mayer
512 S. 4t4i Strom, /*urns",
Women. Denton, TX.
installed during a third space, VrIAI
Always generous with her time and resources. walk Sunday.
she led a life of service and philanthropy. She was a homemaker,
NASA onginally figured two
mother to three and grandmother to two children: an Enlisted spacewalks would suffice. The
/Officer U.S. Marine Corps spouse (1949- 1 971); a Member of the jammed connector and ammonia
Order of the Eastern Star; a "Gray Lady" for the American Red leak on the first outing. howevCross (1961-1965); a member of the Democratic Club of St. Mary's er. set everything back.
County. MD (1968-1989); Assistant Manager tor Shakey's Pizza
Since the July 31 malfuncParlor. Lexington Park, MD(1972-1975); Secretary to the American
tion, the space station has had to
a
W972-1975);
Chapter
MD.
County.
Mary's
St.
Cancer Society,
get by on a single cooling loop.
substitute teacher for St. Mary's County, MD.School System 1975NASA wants the second line up
1986); Great Mills High School Band and Athletic Booster. Great
and running again as soon as
Mills, MD.,(1977-1985); real estate agent in Southern, MD( 1978in case the first one
1980); Bookkeeper for QSP Readers Digest Fundraising Magazine possible,
That would
Drives for Elementary' & Secondary Schools in Metropolitan-DC ends up broken. too.
in a prelab
orbiting
the
leave
Area (1982-1985).
Waitress. Hostess and Bookkeeper for the Roost Restaurant, carious position. with only a
Lexington Park, MD.,(1982-1989); A U.S. Census taker for years
1970(MD). 1980(MD), 1990(KY). 2000(KY). and worked in the
office of the Pirates Cove Resort, Hardin. KY. In December 2007.
after the death of her husband. Louise moved to Arlington, VA.. te
live closer to family and friends until her death.
Sale Starts AlUgesf 2ad
A funeral service will be held at the Columbanum at Arlington
SERVING MURRAY
National Cemetery' on Wednesday. Aug. 18. 2010 at 10 a.m.
Unlimited Hours No Contracisi
Family requests that in lieu of flowers, memorial donations
should be made to either the Amencan Lung Association. 1301
Pennsylvania Ave. N.W. Ste 800, Washington, DC 20004 or
9.951.
$
www.lungusa.org/donate or the Amencan Cancer Society. 1875
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Seeing the lantern
bearers among us
One of the highest compli- time, began
ments that my' father ever paid to garnish
anyone was to say. "He is their winalways the same." Or "She is dows with
our particualways the same."
I think what my father meant lar brand of
was that in such people there luminary.
w ore
was a certain transparency. a We
genuineness that transcended them buckany tendency toward hypocrisy led to the
waist upon a Home and
or falsehood.
Away
To say that someone was cricket belt.
By James
over
always the same meant that and
Duane Bolin
you could depend on that per- them, such
the Ledger &
son. Such a person had char- was
Columnist
rigour of the
acter.
As much as we herald this game, a butsort of integrity, we must admit toned top-coat."
The boys went about the
that most individuals have a
secret nature known only to village with their buttoned-up
the closest of fainily and friends. topcoats as if in a secret sociOnly. those dearest to us see ety, believing that it was only
known between each of them
us as we really are.
We are glad of it too, for that they hid beneath the coat
we cherish such privacy. And a bulls-eye lantern.
"But take it for all in all,"
we hope that our secret natures
are honest and pure. although Stevenson said. "the pleasure
to be honest. we all know that of the thing was substantive;
our innermost beings some- and to be a boy with a bull'stimes include dishonesty and eye under his top-coat was
good enough for us."
impunty.
For these boys,"the essence
Robert Louis Stevenson, the
author of "Treasure Island" and of this bliss was to walk by
"Kidnapped," knew about this yourself in the black night;
the slide lof the lantern] shut.
dichotomy of character.
After all, he also wrote the top--coat buttoned; not a
"The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll ray escaping, whether to conand Mr. Hyde." It is in his duct your footsteps or to make
personal essay, "The Lantern your glory public: a mere pilBearers," however, that I think lar of darkness in the dark;
he shows most forcefully the and all the while, deep down
place of private thoughts and in the privacy of your fool's
Areams, private thoughts and heart. to know you had a bull'sdreams that we share only with eye at your belt, and to exult
and sing over the knowledge.those we love the most.
According to Stevenson, the
The essay is about a group
; of boys in England who "con- attraction of the game was the
gregated every' autumn about simple knowledge that only
a certain easterly fisher-village, you and a few others knew'
where they tasted in a high the secret.
"Justice is not done to the
degree the glory of existence."
'There was nothing to mar versatility and the unplumbed
your days. if you were a boy childishness of man's imagisummering in that part." Steven- nation," he wrote. Although
son wrote, "but the embarrass- "his life from without may
seem but a rude mound of mud,ment of pleasure."
These boys, a group that inside "there will be some goldincluded the budding writer, en chamber of the heart . .
involved themselves in a clan- in which he dwells delighted."
destine, yet not so secret, excit- "And for as dark as his pathing, and completely innocent way seems to the observer. he
activity. No sneaking of cig- will have some kind of a bull'sarettes or bottles of beer here. eye at his belt."
Stevenson knew that such
This game was altogether difprivacy is important for anyferent.
According to Stevenson. one.
Just think though.
toward the end of the sumThe man or woman we see
mer, "when school-time was
drawing near and the nights everyday might have a secret
were already black. we would spark of goodness, devined only
begin to sally from our respec- by those who love them most.
Duane Bolin teaches in the
tive villas, each equipped with
Department of History at Mura tin bull's-eye lantern.
The thing was so well known ray State University. Contact
at duane.bolin@murthat it had worn a rut in the him
commerce of Great Britain; ravstate.edu.
and the grocers, about the due
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MY SUMMER BREAK WAS
AWESOME. I MET A LOT
OF MY DAD'S NEW FRIEND'S
DOWN AT THE UNEMPLOYMENT
OFFICE. OUR FAMILY PLAYED A
NEW GAME CALLED/ "DODGE
THE BILL COLLECTOR.' AND
BEST OF ALL/ WE LIVED IN
OUP CAP FOR TWO WEEKS.
MY DAD CALLED IT/
'CAMP FOf?ECLOSURE....'
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'Last Town'links past to present
Commonwealth and Timber
Falls, the two communities featured in the novel. "The Last
Town on Eanh," cck.ld be Murray and Mayfield; Cadiz and
and
Benton
Hopkinsville:
Calvert City.
Thomas Mullen's extraordinary. work of fiction, takes
place in neighboring towns in
the Pacific Northwest during
World War I.
In good times. there is socializing and plenty of good will
between the locales. Folks from
Timber Falls trek to Commonwealth for the movies and good
times. The timber industry is
booming both places and in
the whole region. so their
economies are inextricably
linked.
People who live in one place
have lovers. friends and relatives in the other. The interconnectedness is welcome and
natural. until the flu epidemic
of 1918 strikes.
In western Kentucky, we
have some idea of what can
happen during a natural disaster. In 2009, a raging ice storm
rendered our region helpless
for days, with some remote
communities isolated for weeks.
Crucial shortages occurred, and
absence of the usual conveniences of heat, light and electricity plunged most of us into
ominous cold and dark.
The sick did not have easy
access to medical care. Suppliers of goods and services
struggled to resume their usual
operations. Communication was
spotty at first, with rumors
abounding. Stories of human
generosity and kindness proliferated. but there were also

greedy individuals who sought
personal profit in the midst of
scarcity and anxiety.
Reflecting these and other
themes, "The Last Town on
Earth" is Murray State University's pick for this year's
Freshmen Reading Experience
(FRE). FRE invites all incoming freshmen to read the same
book as an introduction to the
kind of rigorous reading, analysis and research that distinguish higher education from
high school.
Assistant Professor Joshua
Adair, who coordinates FRE
for MSU's Department of English and Philosophy, believes the
process of having incoming
freshmen reading and discussing
the same literary work is valuable on many levels.
"It is a shared experience
that provides unity and continuity." he says. "Incoming
freshmen are united through
the process. Even if students
have little to say, they have common topics to discuss from reading the same book."
Since reading a great book
is not necessarily a one-time
thing. freshmen composition
courses at MSU will be incorporating ideas and concepts
from "The Last Town on Earth"
as a springboard to writing.
In addition, professors are
selecting supplementary readings from various texts that
examine how the issues in "Last
Town on Earth" have been
treated in communities at different times in history.
Bernard Lewis is structuring the second half of his English 103 class around "The Last
Town on Earth." His students

read
will
philosophers
from other
eras to see
how the conin
flicts
Thomas
Mullen's
novel were
confronted
bygone
in
eras. Some
Main Street
readings that
By Constance
spark
will
Alexander
comparisons
Ledger & Times
conand
Columnist
t r a st s
include John
Stuart Mills' "Vv'hat Utilitarianism Is" and Aristotle's
"Friendship," from the "Nicomachean Ethics." In addition,
Mr. Lewis is inviting guest
speakers to his classes, including a retired surgeon from Murray whose father was a public health official during the
1918 epidemic.
Assistant Professor of English, William Jones plans to
use "The Last Town on Earth"
with his freshmen classes. "One
of the most intriguing ways...to
use the text." he says, "is to
inspire my students to learn
how the past informs the present arid vice versa."Dr. Jones
also remarks that he sees many
parallels "between the tangible
and intangible fears in the novel
caused by the 1918 flu pandemic and the fear of the 'Reds'
in the wake of the 1917 Russian Revolution."
The forrnal kick-off to freshmen year is Monday, August
16, at 4 pm, with the Great
Beginnings Convocation in
Lovett Auditorium. Author of

"The Last Town on Earth.
Thomas Mullen, will address the
incoming class about his book.
how he came to write it, and
what he learned through the
process.
From 1:30 to 3 pm that day.
Mullen will be signing copies
of his award-winning work in
the Clara M. Eagle Gallery on
the sixth floor of the Doyle
Fine Arts Building on campus.
According to FRE coordinator Adair. having access tc
the author in person stimulates
further buzz about the book.
"Often the thing that interests
students the most about FRE
is interacting with the writer...
he remarks. "They have the
opportunity to hear from someone who is not their professor. and that excites them."
Throughout the year. issues
examined in "The Last Town
on Earth," will be incorporated into other disciplines
The Department of English
and Philosophy is working with
the Biology department tc
organize a presentation on the
spread of viruses and to view
the fictional account through
a scientific lens.
The History Department void]
also participate in programming that compares immigration and the labor movement
in the U.S. today and also in
1918."The Last Town on Earth'.
is available at the MSU bookstore. For more information.
log. on to http://www.thomasRead
mullen.net/lasttown/.
Main Street online at www.murrayledger.com. Contact the
columnist directly at constancealexander@newwavecom
m.net.

More on gov't dole than like to admit it
By TOM PURCELL
Cagle News Service
"I'm sick of wasteful government spending. It's time we
throw the burns out!"
You raise a fair point. A
Congressional Budget Office
brief says our growing debt
could lead to a real fiscal crisis if investors lose confidence
in the federal government's ability to manage its budget.
"There was a time investors
had confidence in our government's ability to manage the
budget? I say we slash spending across the board"
Nosv there's an idea. Why
don't we start with entitlement
spending and the granddaddy
of them all: Social Security!
Social Security is the grandest
Ponzi scheme in world history. The scheme worked fine
so long as millions of baby
boomers were young and working and paying into the system.
"You can't cut Social Security. My parents need that
money. I hope to retire soon
and I want my cut, too."
Which is precisely the problem. Reason magazine says that

as baby boomers retire, millions will stop paying into the
system and it will start paying billions out. Social Security will grow from $581 billion this year to $966 billion
in only eight years.
"I'll hand over my Social
Security check when you pry
it from my cold, dead fingers."
How about Medicare then?
It was projected to grow from
$516 billion this year to $932
billion in 2018 -- until Democrats created an independent
panel to cut Medicare spending as part of their health care
reform bill.
"But my elderly mother just
had her hip replaced. If
Medicare didn't cover the cost.
she would have had to dip
into my inheritance."
Not to worry, Democrats
and Republicans alike have
never been good at cutting
spending. In fact, says The
Republicans
Senate
Hill.
unveiled legislation to kill the
cost-cutting panel. Perhaps we
can try to slash other popular
government programs -- such
as your tax-free health insurance.

"My health insurance?"
spends
employer
Your
$15,000 a year on your family's health care policy. That's
tantamount to $15,000 in
income, yet you pay no income
tax on the money.
"I don't?"
Nope. I'll bet your federal
income taxes average 30 percent of your gross income. If
you had to pay' 30 percent on
that 15 grand, you'd owe $4,500
more in taxes. In a manner.
you are receiving a nice government subsidy. Which brings
us to your mortgage.
"What about my mortgage'!"
You and your wife were
able to buy your dream home
with a minimal down payment
and a fabulous interest rate.
That's because the Federal
Housing Authority backed your
loan. And you deduct your mortgage interest cff your income
taxes; another subsidy you are
receiving from your government.
"I don't know why you're
getting so personal here. Our
government is wasting our
money. Look at all the porkbarrel spending!"

"I suppose you'd be happy.
to give up that new highway
system that allows you easy
access to the city?
How about the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corp., which
protects your bank account in
the event that your bank fails?
What about the low-cost college loans and grants that will
help you get your kids through
school'?"
"I'm talking about those earmarks the dirty bums in Congress slip into bills!"
Fair enough, but such spending accounts for less than $20
billion a year -- a paltry sum
compared to our nearly $4 trillion federal budget.
"What is your point?"
More of us are on the government dole than we like to
admit. If we want to get serious about getting our fiscal
house in order, all of us have
to pony up.
"Can we hold off until next
year? Mom was thinking of having her knee replaced, and I
don't want that coming out of
my inheritance."
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Fall Sports Kickoff to be
Saturday at Ty Holland Field

Writers'Potpourri will
be Saturday at library

0erSCIly
AD121.

The 2010 Murray High School Fall Sports
Kickoff will be Saturday, Aug. 14, at 6 p.m. at
Ty Holland Field. Tickets for parents and
other adults will be $3. All athletes, coaches.
students and children under school age will
be admitted fret.
L'oncessions, Tiger merchandise. Booster
Club membership, season passes, etc. will be
available. ream autographed school sport
prints NM be auctioned off. There will also be
for prizes.
drawings
Jo's
Groups to be recognized are Murray High
Datebook School and Murray Middle School football
By Jo Burkeen teams, boys and girls soccer teams, cros.s
Community
country, golf, volleyball. archery, dance team,
Editor
swim team, cheerleaders, band. and MIMS
softball.

Writers'
Potpourri
will
be
Saturday at
9:30 a.m. at
e
h
t
Calloway
County
Public
Writer's Library. All
Potpourri interested
writers are
Wilma Sanders.
invited to
Director
attend.
Wilma J. Sanders. director.
has released two poems written
by the participants as follows:

WOW lodge will meet T'hursday
Woodmen of the World Lodge 592 will meet Thursday, Aug. 12.
at 6 p.m. at Ryan's Family Steak House. All members are urged to
attend.

Morning Rain
By Wilma J. Sanders
'The sound of rain drops
Falling on our lawn
The birds sing a chorus
As they welcome dawn
We need the rain. Lord,
Thanks for every drop
I thank you and praise you
Pray it doesn't stop
The earth is so dry now
The grass is now brown
So I sing your praises
As every drop falls down
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Murray PreschooUHead Start and Early Head Start will hold registration for the 2010-11 school year on Friday, Aug. 13, from 8 a.m.
to 3 p.m. Registration will be held on the first floor of Alexander
Hall on N. 16 Street. on the Murray State University campus.
Parents will sign up for busing, complete meal cards and meet their
child's teacher. Please bring any enrollment or health documents
needed at the time. For more information. call (270)809-3262.

Reception to be at board office
A reception for Kennith Bargo. the new Superintendent for
Calloway County Schools will be held from 3:30-5:15 p.m. en
Thursday Aug. 12, in the meeting room of the Calloway County
Board of Education Central Office. 2110 College Farm Road,
Murray. All rnembers of the Calloway County Schools community
are invited.

e-sail: jo.burkeenOmurrayledgencom

Mr. and Mrs. Willard Ails, Jr.

Mr. and Mrs. Willard Ails. Jr. observed their 50th wedding
anniversary with a reception, Sunday evening, Aug. 8 at the
Springville Church of Christ, Springville, Tenn.
At Sundown
They were married August 7, 1960, at the Broadway Church of By Linda M. Stebold
At the close of a day
Christ, Paducah. The ceremony vvas performed by Willard Ails. Sr.
As the sun's going down
Foster.
Craig
and
Barnett
Mercer
Their attendants were Virginia
It's a good thing to smile
Ails, the former Martha Harding, is the daughter of Mrs.
Mrs.
Lassiter Cemetery plans meeting
And never to frown
Murray and the iate Joe Harding. She is co-owner
Lassiter Cemetery annual meeting will be Saturday, Aug. 14. At Clara Harding of
For smiles will help lead
Murray
downtown
in
GameDay
and
Bookmark
The
of
manager
and
the
for
gmunds
noon bids will be accepted for maintenance of the
To fine. welcome dreams
next year. If unable to attend please send donations for the upkeep for over 34 years.
Of a world that's better
Mr. Alls is the son of the late Willard Alls, Sr. and Catherine Ails.
of the cemetery to Carl Dalton, 3111 Midway Rd., Murray, KY.
it sometimes seems.
Thzut
the
at
instructor
tech
pharmacy
a
phannacist,
42071.
retired
He is a
You will wake well rested
University of Tenn. in Paris, an adjunct teacher at Freed-Hardeman
And have a great day.
Dobson Cemetery plans meeting
University in Henderson, Tenn., a full-time minister of the
To srnile when it's sundown
The Dobson Cemetery annual meeting will be held at the ceme- Springville Church of Christ for over 20 years and co-owner of The
At the sunset's bnght rays.
tery on Saturday, Aug. 14, at 2 p.m. At this meeting any old, new, Bookmark and GameDay.
business, questions, or suggestions veil! be addressed. If you have
They have one son, Joe Mark Alls and wife, Selena of Haleyville,
friends or family at the cemetery, please come to honor them with
The Start Of Summer
Ala; two granddaughters, Mary Catherine Alls, University of
remembrance and visit with others who share memories of times
By ''Big Ed" Wilkins
and the late April Alls Beck of Haleyville:
The wind is breezy' and has
past. For inquiries contact Gail Dobson, 918 State Route 1390. Alabama in Tuscaloosa.
one great granddaughter. Callie Rose Beck of Haleyville.
just swept away
Mayfield, KY. 42066 at (270) 328-8612.
The rain that kept falling and
Meet the Laken/Alumni Night planned
tried to stay..
Calloway County Soccer Foundation will host Meet the
But the sun is now glowing to
Lakers/Alumni Night on Saturday Aug. 14, with a fundraising BBQ
warni up the day.
dinner for $6 each at 5:30 p.m.. a brief annual board meeting will
Mama is in the kitchen preparbegin at 6:30 p.m. Introductions of the Calloway County Middle
the meat.
ing
will
team
School Spring Soccer team and the Lady Lakers 2010
The grill is on the porch all
occur immediately' after the board meeting. The Lady Lakers
Jarod Thomas Woods cele- to Jacob, Murray.
cleaned and neat.
Alumni garne will begin at 7 p.m. with the boy's soccer team introTo celebrate his birthday his
brated his 4th birthday on July
Dad filled it with fuel so it can
Former
p.m.
8
around
beginning
game
alumni
the
ductions and
10. To celebrate his birthday, he grandparents, Paul anti Maxine
Calloway County High School soccer participants or their parents
Hayden.
camped at Piney Camp Giound Woods, uncle Gregory.
are encouraged to attend and support this year's team. For more
in Land Between the Lakes, and special friend Larry Rogers
information e-mail soccer@hillelectric.com or call 753-9562.
also camped out.
Dover. Tenn.
A cookout was held on his
Woods is the son of Woody'
Narcotics group will meet
and Christie Woods and brother birthday with other family and
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Thursday from 7-8 p.m. at
friends present. A "Toy Story"
.L7
St. John's Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8-419 or I decorated cake was served after877-447-2004.
wards.
Woods is also the grandson
Overeater's Anonymous to meet
of Linda and Steve Hayden,
Overeater's Anonymous, I2-step recovery group for all types
Almo, and the great-grtmdson of
of eating problems, meets each Thursday from 1:30 p.m. to 2:30
I.ois Woods. Fern Tcrrace
p.m. at Christ Methodist Church, 1322 W. Broadway, Mayfield. For
Lodge, Murray.
information call Marcia at 1-270-247-7414 or Jim at 1-270-6238850.

Woods celebrates
fourth birthday

IF YOU NAVE
AN EVENT TO
ANNOUNCE
CALL US AT
753-1916

heat
The food for the family and
the fnends they.. greet.
When the meal is over and the
dishes are done
The kids go outside into the
sun.
They are happy as larks and
just having fun.
The ground is still wet and
covered with mud
So Mama tells each to "scrape
off the crud"
Before coming inside to shout
with glee
When a homerun's been hit for
all to see
On our new bright shiny big
screen T.V.
Now the daylight is gone and
we are at rest
With thoughts that of seasons
summer is best.

I hese days people aren't dressing up
much anymore
From jeweiry to handbags women
want distinctise colorful statement
piece, designed to inodernize their
potentially older wardrobes - that
often incorporate denim
In these flints jiCC,SOTICS need to be
denim - fnendly and casual
People are looking for things to go
day into night Women are loolung for
Jackets and tops that will from day to
esening they want tops that can be
paired with J nice pair of slacks or
fcans
Almost any kind of top can be worn
with jeans No longer is it a no-no to
, wear a glittery or satin top with JeAllS.
Check out our new Statement Bags in
great colors that includes folding.
pleating. stud treatments. and hidden
zippers.
ilW• sidewalk sale purses continue
inside Lots of great prises and bargains to finish out sumrner
For all the early bird shoppers new
fall is arriving daily It is going to be a
fantast.c season for clothes.
The styles will be flattering to all
ages and shapes
Congratulations to Donna Keller
who won the handbag this week You
can register in the stmt. or go on
Facebook become a tan and comment
or just hit like.
Be sure to come in and get on our
mailing list to keep up with what is
happening in the store and for special
sale offers
Stay tuned to nett week's fur and
fashion repon.
WI 11110
t I ell111%,;

sit
1-.
„4"
•
Pre 5,onethory For
305 South 12tli • Murray, KY • 753-7441
WWW.dkkelley.com

Audiology

TOPS Chapter will meet Thursday

TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) Chapter #469 will meet
Thursday' at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County Public
Library. For more information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753%46.

1gCenter
"-aaaas.'"-411 1-r77

MHS volleyball rebate night set

nit it

'The Murray High School Volleyball team will host a rebate night
tonight, Aug. 11 from 4-9 p.m. at Mr. Gatti's. Supporters are encouraged to put their receipt in the box at the counter.

e you'd be happy
hat new highway
allows you easy'
city?
nit the Federal
-ance Corp., which
r bank account in
It your bank fails?
the low-cost colid grants that will
your kids through
ig about those earrty bums in Conto bills!"
th, but such spendfor less than $20
tr -- a paltry sum
our nearly $04 trilbudget.
your point?"
is are on the goy: than we like to
want to get serietting our fiscal
ler, all of us have
hold off until next
+as thinking of have replaced. and I
hat coming out of
ice."

Part of my life hodjust
faded away,arid
realize it, untii i could
hear again.

Jared Thomas Woods

-StewiWorth Patient of Dr Milh000

\faar
Every Day Matters
jCp coni

JCPenney is now taking applications
for the following:

'
>1
CC s
CI
1;11:4

• Salon Leader • Experienced Stylists
Apply in person
720 North 12th Street, Murray, KY
JCPenney is an Equal Opportunity Employer

N iimm

100Wo SERVICE

SATISFACTIQN
GUARANTEE
IN WRITING
YEAR WARRANTY
YEARS FREE BATTERIES
YEARS LOSS AND
DAMAGE INSURANCE
-Apparatat inn% Itie pretest of an Atai !a -

As the most experenced Dator
4uthokod, 1, Western
xenri:i• Or Tony Afrilion0 tu4
the eduoton ryenenue and
knowledge to draw* sound
olutioos fo, your life

-Tony Million°,
AU140,0
0

1711 N 121 Bypa&s 6 Muriay
150 Brett Chase. Ste B•Paducah
270.759.7000
270.554.6000
Medicate
View our educational video on hearing at

www.wkyhearing.com

and Most Insurances
Accepted
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Mr. and Mrs. John I,. Smotherman in 1947
Mr. and Mrs. John L. Smotherman recently celebrated their 63rd wedding anniversary. They were tnarried on June 25.1947.
The wedding was performed in the home of
Bro. T.T. Crabtree, pastor of Salem Baptist
Church. with Leon and Marjorie Henry. sister of the bride, as attendants.
Mr. Smothernian is the son of the late
011ie C. and Joyce McNeely Smotherman.
Mrs. Smotherman is the former Cathenne
Hutson whose parents are the late Hassell H.
and Lillian Clark Hutson.

Mr. and Mrs. John L. Smotherman in 2010

The) are members of Grace Baptist
Church where Mr Smothernian served as a
deacon.
A WWII veteran in the Medical Corp serving in the European Theater. Mr.
Smotherman is retired from TIME-DC
Freight I.ine. In later years he worked for
TTB International and Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet. Mrs. Smothernian is a homemaker and worked for many years for Grace
Baptist Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Smothemian have three

sons: David limothennan, and wife Judy;
Steve Smothernmn; and Randy Smothennan
imd wife Brenda.
Their five grandchildren are Jonathan
Brooke.
wife
and
Smotherman.
Colliersville. Tenn., Mindy Galbraith. and
husband Lester, Union City. Tenn.; Julie
Jansma. and husband Tom. Murray;
Nicholas Smotherman, in the Army staDarcie
Colorado; and
in
tioned
Smotherman. Murray. Four great-grandchildren are Brendan and Braden Galbraith, Lily
Grace and Jack Jansraa

Need Line is needing help for program
Pack
Need Line's Back
School (weekend tood program)
has begun. If you arc interested
in helping with this program
please call 753-6333 and see
when a good time to volunteer

would lie
Items needed tor the
Weekend Back Pack Food
Program are Gallon Size Ziploc
bags or lunch size paper bags.
individual size I(X) percent juice

boxes; fruit cups or apple sauce
cups, ti ounce size shelf stable
milk, cereal boxes (individual
serving size). pop tarts, peanut
butter crackers or cheese crackers and cereal bars.

Food items can be donated at
the Need Line building at 638
South Fourth St., Murray,
between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m..
Monday through Friday. Need
Line is an United Way Agency.

Golf Ournament to be held in Cadiz
The 2010 Scott
Memorial and Troopelkiri
Golf Tournament. sponsored by
the Kentat.k‘ Shoe Police. v. di

he held Sept. 16, at Lake
Barkley State Reson Park in
Cadiz. There will be a shotgun
start at 44 .4 Ill

The cost is S60 per
person/four-person scramble.
with lunch provided.
Those wanting to participate

can pay at sign up. however, all
registrations forms must be
received by Post 1 no later than
4 p.m. on Sept. 8. Checks should
be made payable to: Trooper
Island Golf Toumament.
Registrations can be mailed to
Kentucky State Police, Attn.
Dean Patterson, Route 45N.
Hickory. KY 42051. Include the
names, handicap and phone
numbers of the four persons.
For more information contact
the KSP Post 1 at 070) 8561721 or dean.patterson@ky.gov.

Calloway County Board of
Education announces its policy
for free and reduced price meals
for students under the National
School Lunch and Breakfast
Programs. Any interested person
may review a copy of the policy
Nutrition
contacting
by
Director, 2110 College Farm
Road. Murray, KY 42(171 or by
calling 762-7400.
Household size and income
cntena will be used to determine eligibility. Children from
families whose income is at or
below the levels shown may be
eligible for Free or Reduced
Price Meals. An application can
not be approved unless it contains complete eligibility information. Once approved, meal
benefits are good for an entire
year. You need not notify the
organization of changes in
income and household size.
Application forms are being
set t to all homes with a letter to
parents or guardians. To apply
for Free or Reduced Price
Meals, households must complete the application and return
it to the school. Additional
copies are available at the principal's office in each school. The
information provided on the
application will be used for the
purpose of determining eligibility and may be verified at any
time during the school year.
Applications may be submitted
at any time during the year.
Households that receive
SNAP or KTAP are required to
list on the application only the
child's name, SNAP/KTAP case
number. and signature of adult
household member.
Foster children will receive
benefits (i.e., free, reducedprice, or paid) based on the
child's personal income regardless of the income of the household.
Household with children who
are considered migrants, homeless, or runaway should contact
the district liaison, Calloway
County Board of Education,
21 10 College Farm Road.
Murray, KY 42071 or by calling
762-7300.
For the purpose of determining household size, deployed
service members arc considered
a part of the household. Families
should include the names of the

New
HARDIN. Ky.
Covenant Christian Academy
will open its doors to students,

The National Tea Party Movement now represents
some 50 million voters. We stand for I )fiscal responsibility, 2) constitutional limited govemment, and 3)
free markets.
The Nancy Pelosi "drunken sailor spending spree'
must stop! 'The grandkids deserve better! 'The Pelosi
elevator doesn't seem to go all the way to the top.

And (iraham
Vice President

Bobb) Manning
V ice President

Please mark your calendar: Come join us for the
TAKE BACK OUR COUNTRY 2010 Freedom Tea
Party, on Sat.. Aug. 28th, 10:30 a.m., at Brandon
Auto World.
++The Concerned Taxpayers of Calloway/Marshall

Easy, tough ... we all have to make them. But
sometimes we need a little help. At The Murray
Bank, we make those tough decisions a little easier
for you. Our experienced local loan department
makes all their loan decisions internally, right here
in Murray. Plus, we'll find the loan that works
best for your needs. So why wait for an answer
from someone you don't know at a far-away
corporate headquarters? Next time you need a
loan, call your friends at The Murray Bank.
Now,that's an easy decision.

The )
Murray Bar*
Ifint BanIan , ,Sitintid Be

-1415 South 12th Street
700 North 12th Street

71toirie
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I am returning to Murray and
starting mv own hairstyling
business at "The Personal
Touch Beauty Salon" at 615
South 12th Street. 1 will be taking Joyce Vance's place on
August 17. and lam inviting all
of Joyce's clients. and all my old friends and new customers to visit me at "The Personal Touch Salon"fOr a new
hair style. 1 am returning fmm Houston. Texas where 1
owned and operated my own hairstyling salon fbr several
rears. 1 am looking forward to coming home and seeing all
my old friends and hoping to gain new friends and customers as well!
Sincerely.
Marjorie A. Garland

The Personal Touch
HAIR SALON

270-753-5626
.therourra bank.com
NrIrmht I I I*

All other households must
provide the tellowing information listed on the application:
• 'Total household income
listed by gross atnount received,
type of income (e.g.. wages,
child support, etc.) and how
often the income is received by
each household member;
• Names of all household
members;
• Signature of an adult household member certifying the
infonnation provided is correct;
and
• Social secunty nutnber of
the adult signing the application
or the word "none' for this
household member if he or she
does not have a social security.
number.
If a household member
becomes unemployed or if the
household size changes, the
school should be contacted.
Children of parents or guardians
unemployed
taecome
who
should also contact the school.
Such changes may. make the student eligible for reduced pnce or
free meals.
Under the provisions of the
Free anti Reduced Price meal
policy, Nutrition Director will
review applications and determine eligibility. If a parent or
guardian is dissatisfied with the
ruling of the official, he or she
may wish to discuss the decisioa
with the determining official on
an informal basis. If the parent
wishes to make a lomat appeal.
he or she may make a request
either orally or in writing to
Calloway
Superintendent,
County Schools, 2110 College
Fartn Road, Murray., KY 42071,
762-7300.
In accordance with the
Sponsor's disclosure agreement.
the information on the Free and
Reduced Price Meal application
may be used by the school system in determining eligibility
tor other educational programs.

Local Christian academy
to hold grand opening

Dear Taxpayer:

I kirren Jones
\ ice Pn:sident

that portion of the deployed
service member's income made
available to them or on their
family.
the
to
behalf
housing
a
Additionally,
allowance that is pan of the
Militiu-y Housing Priv.atization
e is not to be included as
tiamtive
nf,
iint

h15-.D'S.12th St. • Morray • 753-5042
Southside Shopping Center

parents and the public in a
Grand Opening Celebration
scheduled for Monday, Aug. 16.
at 5 p.m. Starting at 6 p.m, a
dinner will be served which
kicks off Back-To-School Night
for enrolled families. The
school's celebration will be held
in its facilities at 218 College
Street Hardin, Ky.
Guests are encouraged to visit
the school and tour the newly
decorated preschool and elementary classrooms. Muralist,
Knsty Ramey. adds a classical
flare within the hallways of
New Covenant by. creating
murals of a castle and medieval
shield which
reveals
the
school's mascot. a regal lion.
The Board of Director's chair,
Dr. Bnan Swain, will briefl)
speak to guests and members ot
the
school
community.
Teachers and administration
will be present to guide tours
and answer questions.
NCCA is the only classical
Christian school in western
Kentucky and seeks to serve the
community thmugh a Christcentered classical approach to
education. For more information contact the school through
their website, www.nccaky.org.
or by phoning the school office
at 270-437-3170.

— CITIZENSHIP
QUOTATIONS
• We can not always
change the tuture for
our youth, but we
can change our
youth tor the future
Franklin D
Roosevelt
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FOR LIFE OUT HERE
You love the feeling Of SWeit t Ott vour brow and dirt under your nails. There a rC ITO 11011daVS,
no weekends. From sunset to sundown, VOU work hard everyday to care for your animals.
YOU love what you do, and want to giN:e them nothing but the best. You're a farrier, groomer,
trainer, and veterinarian.
So whetheryour day calls for feeding the ducks, milking the cows, or mucking stalls, we are here
to offer the products and seasoned advice you need to give your animals the best.
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Upcoming Hazel concert •Primary winners highlight inexperience...
From Front
to benefit local youth
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
ministry: is hosting a
A
benet it concert in Hazel
Saturday for a Calloway County
youth with leukemia.
Three-yearPayton
old
Dawson was
diagnosed in
with
May
lymacute
phoblastic
leukemia.
Beverly
Garrison
of
For His Glory
Dawson
Promotions,
which is hosting the concert at 6
p.m. Saturday at Hazel Baptist
Church, said Ryan and Miss)
Dawson noticed earlier that
month that something changed
with their youngest daughter
and that she has been in and out
of St. Jude Children's Hospital
in Memphis, Tenn. receiving
treatment since then.
Missy' Dawson said Payton
has been taking chemotherapy
through an IV once a week since
her diagnosis, along with other
forms of treatment. She said that
doctors say Payton has a 90 percent chance of survival but that
s- he to undergo another 122
weeks - close to 2 1/2 years -- of
treatrnent. The family just
returned from a five-day stay at
St. Jude and will be returning
every week until the 2 1/2 years
are over, although Payton will
stay for a full month in
September and December. The
family has been staying at the
Ronald McDonald House while
in Memphis, Missy said.
Garrison said she and her husband, Michael, started For His
Glory Promotions last fall to
promote and book performances
by Christian music groups. She
said she knew the Dawsons
from Westside Baptist Church
and wanted to use her resources
to help them any way' she could.
Six groups agreed to play at the

benefit concert free of charge
and all proceeds ssill go toward
paying for Payton's medical
care. She said admission will
not be charged and they will ask
for a "love offering" instead, but
they wanted to raise as much
money as possible.
"It's a long road for them,"
Garrison said. "It's riot going to
be over in two or three months."
The Ffev. Robert Bailey of
Beaver Dam helped Garrison
book several of the musical acts
through his group, Green
Meadows Gospel Association
and will act as master of ceremonies Saturday. Garrison said
the
groups
irclude
the
Moreheads from the Paducah
area; Gracesong; Higher Praise
Quartet from the Central City
area; 3:16, a bluegrass group
from Ohio County; Revival
Music Group from Owensboro;
and Miranda Daughtery from
Beaver Dam.
Garrison said she was overjoyed with all the support the
musical groups had offered for
the benefit. She said they all
have day jobs and were going
out of their way to make sure as
much money went to the
Dawsons as possible. For example. a Moreheads member had
agreed to make the programs
and a Gracesong member was
making fliers, since hiring
someone to print those items
would have been cost-prohibitive.
Missy Dawson said she and
Ryan both moved to Murray
with their families when they
were young and went to high
school and college here. She
said she is grateful to Garrison
and other locals for all the help
they have provided.
"Murray has been amazing to
us," she said. "I just can't say
enough about being here. This
place has just overwhelmed ilti
with kindness."

On it lour-state primary night, former Rep. Nathan Deal led ex-Secretary
of State Karen Handel narrowly. in a Republican gubernatorial runoff in
Georgia that was so close it could take days to resolve. The two vied for
the right to take on tomer Democratic Gov. Roy Baffles. who unleashed
the first television ad of the fall campaign before the polls had closed.
In Minnesota, former Sen. Mark Dayton narrowly won the Democratic
nomination for governor He will face conservative State Rep_ Tom
Emmer. the easy. winner of the GOP line on the ballot. Democrats have riot
captured the statehouse in nearly a quarter-century.
With Republican Gov. M. Jodi Reit retiring in Connecticut, voters also
settled a pair of contested gubernatorial primaries.
Tom Foley, a businessman and former U.S ambassador to Ireland. won
a three-way race for the Republican nomination
Former Stamford Mayor Dan Malloy defeated businessman Ned Lamont
Tor the Democratic nomination. was Latium's second try for statewide
office and far quieter than his first. He won a Senate primary !Oar years ago
in one of the standou .aces of the 2(K16 campaign (inserting Sen. Joe
I...Liberman, who then won a new term in the lall as an independent.
In Colorado, Denver Mayor John Hickenlooper was unopposed for the
Democratic gribernaional nomination.
Republican Dan Macs. a businessman. edged out forrner Rep Scott
McInnis after a cLunpaign in which each suffered self-inflicted wounds.
The spectacle prompted former Rep. Tom Tancredo to jump into the race
as an independent, which in turn red state party chairman Dick Wadharns
to say it would be difficult if not impossible to defeat the Democrat this
fall.
In Colorado. Bennet drew about 54 percent of the vote to outpoll

Democratic rival Andrew Ronianott, the former speaker of the state House,
as he defied trend that has dealt defeat to a half-dozen U.S Senate and
House incumbents in other states.
Bennet was appointed to his seat nearly wo years ago when Ken Salaz.LLr
resigned to become Interior secretary in the Obania administration.
Romanoff had hoped for the appoinunent. and he spurned entreaties from
senior party officials to skip thr race against Benne, but he swiftly'
endorsed the winner after the outcome was clear.
In an intense campaign. both men sought the mantle of political outsider
Yet each relied on very. well-known establishment politicians to help them
— President Barack Obama in Bennet's case and former President Bill
Clinton in Romanoff's.
The Republican primary Was equally intense.
With returns counted from about three-quarter of the state's precincts.
buck had 52 percent of the vote and former La. Gov. Jane Norton was
48 percent.
Blumenthal. whose prmiar canipaign was marred by misstatements that
he had sened Vietnam. olarle no public appearance Tuesday night. But
surrogate. v. asted lode rr,ne "Connecticut Republicans today nominated a
corporate CEO of WW'E, who under her watch violence was peddled to
kids. steroid abuse was rampant, yet she made millions.- the chairman of
the Democratic Senate campaign committee, Robert Menendez of New
Jersey, said in a statement.
The two rivals could nor be less alike -- he the longtime statewide
officeholder and she the political neophyte whose rise is part of a nationwide political trend that favors outsiders. Among her Firm) victims was
former Rep. Rob Simmons, who began the primary campaign as the
favorite and fell so far behind that he suspended his candidacy earlier in
the year.
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Rethink Possible

the county clerk's office at 2
p.m. on Thursday. Aug. 12, for a
public drawing for ballot posi tions.
Those offices include mayor
of Murray, the Murray City
Council, the First, Second and
Third District magistrate races:
county coroner and property
valuation administrator.
Also, voters are notified that 4
p.m. on Monday, Oct. 4, is the

First Floor Alexander Hall - MSU (16th Street)
270-809-3262
Friday, August 13th, 2010 from 8-3
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•Transportation services ore provided within the
Murray School District only.
•No transportation is provided for Early Head Start.
ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR PRESCHOOL'HEAD START
'Age three or four by October 1. 2010
'Qualify for income guidelines (four year olds must meet school
district's free meal guidelines, Three year oicis must meet Federal
Poverty Guidelines)
be eligible regardless of income.
'Disability children
'Children who turn three during the 2010-2011 school year and
meet disability guideline; may enter the program on their
third birthday
'Tuition option may be available
ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR
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Recurrent Charge of up to S1.25 to help defray costs incurred In complying wen oblrgations and charges unposed Tf State and Federal telecom
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not taxes or government-required charges
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Locations of Program: MSU Alexander Hall, Willis Early L_hlid Cate
Center. and Ruby Simpson Child Development Center

For hiforisiation Call: 809-5262 or 1109-543S
Read the Want Ads Daily
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'Pregnant Women
'Infants and Toddlers Ages Birth to Three
'Must Meet Federal Poverty Guidelines
Please Bring For Both Programs.
•Chrld's Certified 13irth Certificate
'Proof-ot-Income 2009 tax returns
(W2 forms) K-TAP. Child Support.
Social Security or SSI, MSU Grant/
Scholarship information, etc
'Social Security cord of child
'Medical Card or Insurance Card
'Custody Documentation, if applicable
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deadline to register to vote or to
update registration to be eligible
to vote in the November
General Election. Any voter not
registered by the deadline will
not be allowed to vote. For more
information about voter registration or candidate filing. contact the county clerk's office at
753-3923 or drop by the secondfloor office in the Calloway
County Courthouse.

MURRAY PRESCHOOL/HEAD START,
EARLY HEAP START
FALL REOISTRATION
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Pictured, from left. is Dr. Sandra Parks, MCCH Board Chair, Keith Bailey, CEO, Richard Davis,
R.T. Vanderbilt Company Production Superintendent, Keith Travis, VP of Institutional
Development, and Judge Executive Larry Elkins.
Special to the Lodger
'The Murray-Calloway Endowment for
Healthcare recently announced that R.T.
Vanderbilt Company. Inc. has made a donation to
the future Residential Hospice House.
R.T. Vanderbilt understands the importance of
services provided by Hospice and after seeing
other organizations support the efforts. they felt
that this was a great opportunity to join in and
share their support for a great cause.
"R.T. Vanderbilt recognizes the hard work that

the Murray-Calloway Endowment for Healthcare
does to improve our community," said Richard
Davis. Production Superintendent. "With our
donation we would like to show our appreciation
for these efforts, and help make the Hospice
House project successful."
If you are interested in learning more about
naming opportunities available with MurrayCalloway Endowment for Healthcare, please contact Keith Travis, VP of Institutional Development
at 762- I(X18.

Photo provided

Pictured,'rom left, Heath Scott, Financial Consultant, Dr. Sandra Parks, MCCH Board Chair,
Ron Arant, CWM. First Vice President/Financial Consultant, Judge Executive Larry Elkins, and
Keith Travis, VP of Institutional Development.

Hilliard Lyons gives to Hospice

Special to the Ledger
The Murray-Calloway Endowment for
Healthcare recently received a (IGnation from
Hilliard Lyons for $6,000 toward the future
Residential Hospice House.
"This donation is part of JJB Hilliard WL
Lyons, LLC continuing commitment to the community we live and work in," said Ron Arant.
CWM, First Vice President/Financial Consultant.
Monday, August 16. For more "I have seen first hand the exceptional work that
information, or to schedule an Hospice does for their patients and families, and
appointment, contact Melissa can't think of a better cause to support.
Promotions
Health
Ross,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Hospice
Coordinator at 762.1832.
House will be a I2-bed. residential facility.

MCCH health fair offers free
screenings and information
Special to the Ledger
In celebration of 100 Years of
Murray-Calloway
Caring,
County Hospital and the
Kentucky Cancer Program, with
the help of several local practitioners, are sponsoring a free
men and women's health screening event. The public is invited
to call for an appointment to
take part in Murray-Calloway
Health
Hospital's
County
Screening Event on Saturday.
Aug. 21 from 8-1(1 a.m. in the
hospital's South Tower. The
Health Screening Event will
highlight a range of Murray
Hospital's services and offer a
variety of free health screenings.
Other medical services, which
work closely with the hospital.
will also be highlighted.
A variety of screenings and
exhibit% will be offered. They
include:
Screenings for all:
• Free blood pressure
• Free body mass index
(BMI)
• Free blood draw for lipid
panel and glucose levels
• Free osteoporosis heel
scans
Screenings for men:
• Free PSA blood test
• Free digital rectal exam for
prostate screening to be conducted by Dr. H.S. Jackson and
Debbie Wiles, ARNP of Urology
Associates of Murray and Dr.
Steven Trevathan of Trevathan
Urology.
• Free hemoccult test (when
applicable)
Screenings for women:
• Free breast exam to be conducted by Ginger Greene,
ARNP of Cagle and Bailey and
Sherry Freeman. ARNP. Janice
Thurmond. ARNP. and Kelly.
Luskin, ARNP all of Murray

EE

4

telecom

Woman's Clinic.
• Free rectal exam with
hemoccult (optional) to be conducted by women's practitioners
listed above
• Free blood draw. to screen
for anemia and thyroid disease
• Option to add a screening
for vitamin D deficiency - $20
(cost minimum of $125 at most
doctor's offices)
(Vitamin D deficiency is a
growing world health concern
and has been linked to an
increase risk for bone fracture,
some types of cancer, and many
autoimmune diseases and can be
easily remedied with proper
replacement.I
Education and information
provided by:
• Kentucky Cancer Program
• Amencan Cancer Society
• Purchase District Health
Department
• Calloway County ASAP
• Angel's Clinic
Refreshments will be offered.
This event is targeted tor men
and women over the age of 40
who have not already been diagnosed with the conditions that
we are screening for. Men who
are currently under the care of a
urologist for existing prostate
disease will not be eligible to
participate in order to allow us
to keep our limited appointment
spaces available for those in
need of this screening.
This screening event will be
kx:ated in the South Tower outpatient services area. All attendees should enter through
County
Calloway
Murray
Hospital's main entrance off of
Vine Street.
Screenings will be available
by appointment only, space is
limited. please rzgister by

Study: Belly bulge can be
deadly for older adults
CARLA K. JOHNSON
AP Medicai Writer
CHICAGO(API - - Do your pants feel a bit tight around the waistline?
A new study says belly bulge can be deadly for older adults, even
those who aren't ovenveight or obese by other measures. It's one of
the largest studies to examine the dangers of abdominal fat.
The findings suggest men and women with the biggest waistlines
have twice the risk of dying over a decade compared to those with
the smallest tummies. That's also the case for people whose weight
is "nonnal" by the KA), mass index.
Bulging bellies are a problem for niost Americans older than 50.
It's estimated that more than half of older men and more than 70 percent of older women have bigger waistlines than recomnvended.
The new study is in Monday's Archives of Internal Medicine.

Designed to provide patients with limited life
expectancy, and their families, a nurtunng, homelike setting: a hospice house is a place where life's
journey can end peacefully and in dignity, surrounded by family and friends.
The Murray Residential Hospice House will be
the first in the region, serving western Kentucky
and neighboring sections of Tennessee and southern Illinois. If you are interested in learning more
about naming opportunities available with
Murray-Calloway Endowment for Healthcare.
please contact Keith Travis. VP of Institutional
Development at 762-1908.
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Surgery iS a rOutine

part of our day. but we understand that it is anything

but fun for our patients. YOU can take comfort in knowing that we have
brand new, state-of-the-art surgical suites, the industry's most
sophisticated equipment, and top surgeons skilled in minimally invasive
to complicated procedures.
With surgeons trained at sorne of the most prestigious medical
schools, we provide a level of surgical excellence that's insurmountable
in our region, right here, dose to home.
COUNTY

From c-sections to tota! knee replacements to banatric surgery.
we're there for YOU every step of the way.

HOSPITAL
_

100 Years of Caring
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t'riMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 09-C1-00524

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COLTRT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 10 CI-00240
cHASE HOME FINANCE,LLC,

PLAINTIFF

176
16"R"erkT

R RAY

I\4

COLLEGES

TO WORK IFOR.

STATE UNIVERSITY

CHASE HOME FINANCE LLC Succeemor
by Merger to Chase Manhattan Mortgage Corporation

PLAINTIFF
Murray State Univeraity Statement or Non-Diarrimlnation

VS

NOTICE OF SALE

ANITA L ROSS, CAPITAL ONE
BANK !USA> , NATIONAL ASSOCIATION,

VS

EFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway
Circuit Court on July 12, 2010. ir the above cause, to 'mainly the Judgment of
the Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $80,998 HI, I idled! proceed to offer
for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County.
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, Auguat 27, 2010, at
the hour of 10,00 a m., Meal time. or thereabout. the following described property. located in Calloway County. Kentucky, with its addre. being 407 North Sixth
Street, MurTay, KY 42071, and being more particularly described as follows,
being one town lot in Murray, Calloway County, State of Kentucky. and further
described as Lot No 1 in Barnett Addition. being a part of the N W Qr Sec 26
T2 R 4 East bounded as follows, to-wit Beginning at a point tin the west hne of
Water Street now tith Street 100 feet north of the north line or edge of Buford
!now Pine Street, where said Buford Street intersecta with Water Street, thence
North 108 feet: thence West parallel with Buford Street about 180 feet to the
East edge of a 12 foot alley to be left for public wee, halfway between Water and
Cemetery Street. thence South with the east side of the 12 foot alley 108 feet to
a stake 100 feet north of the north edge of Buford Street, which is the corner of
Th. Bynum Lot, thence East about 180 feet to the West edge of Water Street,
the point of beginning except 8 feet ofT of the South side of above described parcel of land
Being the game property conveyed to Anita Ross by deed from Rex Donelson, et
ux dated September 25 2007, of record in Deed &ask 716, Page 246, in the
office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
The aforementioned property ahall be aold on a cash or credit haeis of 30
days. but if sold on a credit of 30 Jays, the purchaser shall be required to
deposit vrith the commissioner ten percent t 10%. I of the purchase price, with the
halance to be paid in full within thirty t 30i days, with auffitient surety bond.
bearing interest at 12% per anroun from the date of sale until paid. and fully
due and payable in thirty ,30I days A lien shall be retained on the property as
additional security All delinquent taxes ahall be aacertained and paid, but
shall be aold subject to the current year Ad valorem taxes
This 4th day of Augmet, 2010.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. P.ARKER
Maater Cominuisioner
Calloway Circuit Court

COMMONWEALTH OF KEN'TUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 10-CI-00222
CHASE HOME FINANCE, LLC
PLAINTIFF,
VS

PLAINTIFF

NOTICE OF SALE

JASON E MUNDAY, U S BANK
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION ND

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Ordel of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on March 8. 2010, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $48,321 47, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the t`ity of Murray, Calloway County. Kentucky, to
the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, Augurt 13. 2010. at the hour of
10,00
, 10trai tline, or thereabout, the following described property located in
Calloway County, Kentucky, with its addrea. being 2753 Radio Road. Almo,
Kentucky, and being more particularly described as followsA 0.459 acre tract of land as aurveyed by the firm of Trinity Engineering, Inc . of
Murray, Kentucky, on July 20, 199A, located on the east side of Kentucky
Highway 1824, approximately 7 5 miles North of the City of Murray as measured
from the irtersertion of 12th and Main Streets in Calloway County. Kentucky.
and being more particularly deacnbed lid follows
Beginning at a #4 rebar +found) west of the centerline of Kentucky Highway
1324, 560 6 feet north of the projected centerline of Pleasant Hill Road, and being
the northeast corner of the herein described tract of land and the southeast corner of the Cecil Cleaver Road, Thence South 01 deg 33' 14" wept for a diatance of
100 00 feet ninth the west nght-of-way of Kentucky Highway 1824 tc a #a rebar
1set 1 at the northeast corner of Tract I. Thence, north 3S deg 55' 15" west for a
distance of 200
, 00 feet with the newly created North boundary of Tract 1 to a 04
rebar ism), Thence, North 01 deg 33' 14" east for a distance of 100 00 feet with
the newly created east boundary of Tract 1 to a #4 rehar iset, on the North
boundary of l`ract 1, aame being the northwest corner of the herein described
tract of land, Thence South 38 deg 55 15" east for a distance of 200 00 feet with
the south bmindary Cecil Cleaver to the point of beginning Together with iind
subject to covenants, easementa and restnctiona of record
Being in all respects the same property conveyed to Jason E Munday by Deed
from Lonnie D McElwain and Danielle S McElwain, dated April 22, 2003, of
record in Book 484. Page 275. in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County
Court
The aforementioned property shall he mold on a cash or credit basis of thirty ..301
days, but .Id on a credit of thirty 30! days. the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner ten percent 10% of the purchase price and exec-ute bond with
good and sufficient surety for the remainder, bearing interest at 12% per annum
from the date of mile until paid, and fully. due and payable within thirty days A
lien shall be retained on the property as additional security All delinquent
taxes. if any, shall he ascertained and paid by the Commismoner, hut the property
shall be sold subject to the current ad valorem taxes
This 21at day of July, 2010

COMMONWF..ALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALL()WAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 09-CI-00562

NOTICE OF SALE
PLAINTIFF

CHASE HOME FINANCE, LLC,

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered lay the Calloway Circuit Court on
July 12, 2010, in the above cause, to (satisfy- the Judgment of the Plaintiff in the
approximate amount of $148,090.27, I shall proceed to offer for sale at the
Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky. to the highest
bidder, at public auction on Friday, August 27, 2010, at the hour of 10.00 a m , I.al
time, or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County,
Kentucky, with its addresa being 100 Cain Drive, Murray, KY t2071. and beirig more
particularly described as follows:
A 2 640 acre tract of land aa surveyed by Allgood Surveying Services of Murray,
Kentucky, June, 1993, located on Cain Road approximately 6.7 miles North of the
interact-lion of Twelfth and Main Streets in the City of Murray, Calloway (;ounty,
Kentucky, and being more particularly deacribed a$ follows.

Beginning at the Northwest corner of the herein described tract of land and the
Southwest comer of the William Nelson Property. Deed Book 174. Card 66. said point
being an ensting iron pin, 770 81 feet North of the centerline of Highway 464 and
30 00 feet East of the centerline of Cain Road. thence, South 68 deg 46' 00' East
406.80 feet with the aaid Nelson South Property Line to an existing iron pin at the
Northeast corner of the herein described tract of land, thence. South 00 deg 20' 01'
West 134 14 feet, generally along a fence and with the Michael Miller West Property
Lane, Deed Book 156, Ca7d 835 to a #4 Fte-bar set, thence, South 01 deg 03' 57" East
63.50 feet, generally along a fence and with the Michael Miller West Property Line.
Deed Book 159, Card 460 to a #4 Re-bar set at the Southeast corner of the herein
described tract of land, thence, North 89 deg 28 08" West - 444 75 feet, creating a
new division line to the Harold Thrner Property. Deed Book 174, Card 972 to a ri4 Rebar set at the Southwest comer of the herein dencnbed tract of land; thence, North
08 deg 15 57- East - 225 05 feet with the East side of Cain Ftimd to a #4 Re-bar set.
thence, North 15 deg. 30' 56" East - 122 59 feet with the East side of said road to the
point of beginning
SUBJECT TO an eamement for a roadvray approxiniately 10 to 15 feet in width
access that allows Stephen D Parrish ingress and egress to his barn and hack
property Each of the parties should be mindful iif the other's nght to the land
The right is not for parking This easement will run with the land and ahould
Stephen D Parnah Nell his neighboring property this easement may be voided by
Grantees herein. being James F Smith and wife, Wilma K Smith This eaaement
Is extended to Stephen David Parrish and his immediate heirs as long a$ they own
the neighboring estate

VS

NOTICE OF SALE

AMANDA M BRADSHAW. f/k/a AMANDA M. KNIGHT. TIM BRADSHAW,
DEFENDANTS.
MICHAEL SHANE MIZE.
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on July 12, 2010. in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $108,456.19, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthoune door in the City of Murray, Calloway County. Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, August 27, 2010. at the hour of
MOO a m . local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in
Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 1609 Glover Road. Murray,
KY 42071. and being inore particularly described rie follows:
A tract or parcel of land lying and being in Section 24, Township 3. Range 3 East
and being more particularly deacribed as follows.
Beginning at a fence post on the west aide of a gravel road. thia post being the
northeast comer of Hugh Palmer's land, and the aoutheast corner of Grantor's
land; thence west with Palmer's north line approximately 189 feet to a fence corner, the southeaat comer of Fred Carson's land; thence north with fence, which is
Grantor's weed line and Fred Carson's east lirie, approximately 412 feet to the
fence comer, being the northwest corner of Grantor's property; thence east with
fence approximately 189 feet to the west edge of Raid gravel road, thence south
with the west edge of said gravel road approximately 412 feet to the fence comer.
the point of beginning

This 4th day of August. 2010
Rempectfully submitted
MAX W PARKER
Master Comnnesioner
('.reLlit Court

SUBSCRIBE

Admission criteria include, but are not limited to the following- FOT undergraduates: an accredited high school diploma or GED, ACT minimum of 1WSAT minimum 870, high achool class rank minimum of upper half or 3.0 GPA, and a precollege curriculum. For transfers, a minimum cumulative GFA of a 200 on a 4,00
scale. For graduate student/. a baccalaureate degrree from an accredited college, a
minimum cumulative GPA of 2 75 on a 4.00 scale, and a minimum combined GRE
score of800 International student. must have a minimum of IS on all bands of
1B'T TOEFL, with a higher minimum required for some graduate programs. In
heu of IBT TO7E1... IELTS scores may he submitted for consideration.
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PAINTING contractor ts
recruiting experienced
professional iourneymen painters
Must
have 4-years professional painting experience
To apply call
753-6895 & ieave voice
message No walk in
applicants accepted
EOE

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do sc at
their own nsk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times. nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

The aforementioned property shall be aold on a cash or credit haais of 30 days,
but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with
the commissioner ten percent 110%1 of the purchase price. with the balance to be
paid in full within thirty (30)days, with sufficient aurety bond, bearing interest
at 12.4 per annum from the date of safe until paid, and fully due and payable in
thirty r 30)days A lien shall be retained on the property as additional arcurity
All delinquent taxes shall be aacertain. and paid. but shall he sold subject to
the current year ad valorem taxes

at takw.Cla chameleon com
Interested parties call 270-994,5992

This 4th day of August. 2010
Respectfully submitted

a

Murray Store & Lock Unit 15A rented to Tina
Faughn, Unit 13B, Unit 25A MBC Storage Unit
45 rented to James Sugrue.

PUBLIC AUCTION
Neon Beach Mini Storage
812 Whitnell Ave
Saturday, August 14 8.00am
l 'nits to be sold are A-37, B-69, D-I3. CA I
CB-15 Due to non payment

subscribe to the

ISIURR41

LEDGER&TINIES

060

GET THIS I X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
KINDERMUSIKRegister now for Fall
classes Classes available for ages Newbom5-years old Register
by calling (27012533763 or 1270)978-1960

aita

1-i

455.00

$105.00

I yr

CUSTOMER Service
Attendant
needed.
Looking tor friendly,
sertIce oriented person
with good computer
keyboard
skills
Excellent people skills
a must Apply in person
at 605 Main St.

Local Mail

smoo

3 mo
6 mi.

Help Wanted
LEGAL NOTICE
All stored items in storage units list below at
Murray Store & Lock. and MBC Storage 641
North, Murray, KY 42071, have been anan.
cloned and if all charges for this unit are not
paid in full on or before August
2010.
Murray Store & Lock & MBC Storage will have
legal possession of all items stored in trns unit.
A sale date for said items will be no later than
August 20, 2010

Find out what's
happening
this summer...

Hotne Delivery

Call 753-1916

MAX W PARICER
Master Commiasioner

Bochanan

3 mo
6 mo
1 yr.

$70.50
$90.00

4120.00

$3C.00
$63.00
$11000
•
1

3 mo.
6 mo.
1 yr.

Rest of KY/TN
Purse at

For add
or to apt
WWW.0

eral clic

pi'
Ass
a

2607

NO P

-A

Britthv.
app
Servic
field pr

classified@ reurrayledger.otas

surrvunliing afeas Visit our website

I
I

Mediacc
and full
cable, pi

2607

for the.past!gyn. ts growing &
.
continuing.to.serve Paducah
& the •
,

a

The qua
routine r
bution
of new
troubles!
ment an
technica
edge of
Soca, arv.
IP netwr
able to v
weekenr

Email us at

FOR SALE.-Suttessful business.

-CIJUST give us a call.
we'll be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times.

GIBSON Truck Lines is
taking applications for
well qualified OTR
owneroperators Must
pass all DOT hiring
requirements Call 27°767-0191

THE CLAY CHAMELEON
Paint Your Own Pottery Studio-rs

Being the same property conveyed to Amanda M Bradshaw. et al , dated October
21, 2005, of record in Deed Book 618, Page 283, in the office of the Clerk of the
Calloway County Court

Being the same property conveyed to Jame. F Smith et ux by deed from Stephen
David Pamela et al , dated January 18, 2005. of record in Deed Book 579, Page
383 in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court

The aforementioned property shall be aold on a t ash or credit basis of 30 days.
but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser ahall he required to deposit with the
commissioner ten percent lOra .1 of the purchase pnce, with the balance to be paid in
fall within thirty' ,30! days. with sufficient surety bond, beanng interest at 12% per
annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in thirty ,30i days
A lien shall be retained on the property as additional aecurity All delinquent tax.
ahall be ascertained and paid. but shall he aold subject to the current year ad valorem
taxes

Programs available include Advertising. Accounting, Business Administration,
Computer Information Systems; Computer Science. Economics, Electronic Media
Journalmm, Management, Marketing. Mast.
Finance. International
Communication. Organizational Communication, Public Relation?,
Telecommunications Systems Management: Office Systems, Career and Technical
Education; Elementary Education. Guidance and Counseling; Health and
Physical Education. Human Development and Leadership, Interdisciplinary
Early Childhood Education, Learning Behavior Disorders; Middle Sch.'
Education; Child Developnient. Reading arid Writing, School Administration,
School Paychology, Secondary Education. Vocational Tiichnical Education.
Communication Disorders. Criminal Justice. Exercise Science. Nursing.
Nutrition, Dietetics and Food Management; Occupational Safety and Health.
Recreation and Leisure Servicea, Social Work; Speech-Language Pathology, Art.
Creative Wnting and Literature; English, French. German. International Affairs
History, Liberal Arts., MUSIC,
BUitinetei Music Education. Philosophy;
Political Science, Psychology: Public Adnunistration; Sociology; Spanish. Teaching
English as a Second Language; Theatre, Applied Physics, Biolole,.. Chemiatry,
Civil Engineering Technolop; Electrical and Telecomniunicationa Engineering;
Electromechanical Engineering Technology. Engineering Phymics, Environmental
Engineering Technology. Engineenng Graphic. and Demo. Geosciences, Graphs...
Communications Management; Mathematics: Physics. Wildlife. and Conservation
Biology; Drafting and Design Technolors, Interior Design: Graphic
Communicationa Technology; Induatrial 'Technology; Management of Technologa .
Manufacturing Technology; Water Science. Agricultural Science; Animal
gy. Agricultural Science and Tarlmology, Integrated Studies; General
TSetcuhdniti"s1°.

Director of Equal
For additional information please contact Sabnna
Opportunity. Section 504, ADA ('oordinator. Offire of Equal Opportunity, 103
Wells Hall, Murray State University, Murray, KY 42071-3318. n2701 809I27fi/ 1509-3161i Tpirl
i Yr)!

Respectfully aubmitted
MAX W PARKER
Master Comminsioner
calloway Circuit Court

JAMES F SMITH, WILMA K SMITH, JP MORGAN
DEFENDANTS
CHASE BANK, N A , ET AL

Students. parents. employern, and the general truhle• are hereby notified that
Murray State l`niversita endorses the intent of all federal and state laws created
to prohibit discrimination Murray State University does not &germinate on the
haRiti of race. Mar. national origin, gender, sexual orientation, religion. age, veteran otatue. or diaability in employment, admissions. or the provision el aeryirea
and provides upon request, remsonable accommodation including auxiliary aids
and am-vices nece.ary to afford individuals with disabilities equal acne. to participate in all programs and activiti.
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All Other Mail
Subscriptions
$75.00
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........4%.00
._$145.00

1 yr.

Don't fi
Check

Money Order

Viaa

Combo

rndivicluE

Name

traini
LOCAL
Child-Care
Center seeking director.
Experience
a
MUST, prefer administrative
experience.
Must meet qualifications set forth by Slate.
Send resume to 814
Coldwater Rd., Murray,
KY 42071. NO PHONE
CALLS
PLEASE.
Salary benefits

I St Addres,
I City
I
'
I State
I

Comp!
local m
_ Zip

Daytime Ph.
'
Mail this noupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Bo: 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call 1270) 753-1916

a.

JOI

I.edger & Times

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times

help

r

1%etinesday. August I I, 2010 • Mi
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-PASCHALL TRUCK LINES INC.
INFORMAHON TECHNOLOGY

DUNES

OIFt cOMPAW:DRIVERS

Fn 10 Ian
Ffi. 101.m
Yort,100.
iiion.12
Wed.10Lin
10 tm
Thu. 12 pin

-

11 s Murray l<21 rurporate unice is seeking an ene,
,aetk. hard veoiking person e.perienced in working
witti Flouters Servers and Firewalls The person
seiected wili be respocsibin
handkrag help desk
catis wiirkaie ee various hardware and software
issues and assisting in the maintenance and man
apemen, of our network. and telecommunications systems Expenencc in Microsoft client and network
opeiafing systems as well as Cisco networking products a PIUS Competitive compensation and benefits
packarys Replies are kept confidential Responsible
and eacier individuals seeking a career oppodundy
are encouraged to forward their resume to

Dry Van Division
New Pay & Bonus Program
Benefits-Health, Dental. Life
Supplemental Insurance
Year Round Rider Program
Home mo-t weekends
CALI. TOLL FREE 800-727-2663

Human Resources
Paschall Truck Lines. Inc.
P.O. Box 1080
Murray. KY 42071-0018

Now Hiring To Fill Company Positions For
Calvert City Locations Regional & Long
Haul lanes Tomac Offers
Full Medical Benefits. Guarterly Safety
Incentive Pay Paid Weekly? Direct Depose
Paid Training? Ana More'
,
Requirements: COL- A with
Itezmatflanker
Min. 2yr. Tractor Tank Exp.

VISA
nommic

An Equal Opportunay Ernpioyar

01
Legal
Notice

10 X 10 and 10 X 20
Lights and Electricity
2417 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.
Behind Murray Business Center

. ............
7;-2995

DRIVERS

ULTIMATE 2 bdrm. 2
bath apt. stove, side
by side refrigerator,
dishwasher,
washer
microwave.
and dryer included. pri
vate back patio, and
carport Within walking
distance of MSU campus and most local
shopping
centers
$625/month. For more
information
contact
270-753-3018 or 270293-8549

[

Trimaci
--ore n ts
24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity
812 Whitnell Ave.

360 I'
Swap Rent*

GREAT
COLUEGES

Mediacom Communications Company
serving 11I0te than I 500 communities througnout the country is seeking an experienced
System Technician to perform field technical
work in the Marshall Calloway and Trigg
county areas

TO WORK FOR

acrimblation

reetry notified that
ind state laws created
dtecriminate on the
on, religion, age, vet•
provieion nervires
uding auxiliary aids
s equal demos to par.

wee Administration,
nes, Electronic Media.
Marketing. Mase
lations,
Career and Technical
ig; Health and
Interdisciplinary
kfiddle School
4 Administration.
cal Education
nee; Nursing.
lately and Health,
image Pathology, Art.
. International Affairs,
Lion; Philosophy,
sgy, Spanish, Teaching
Chemietry;
atione Engineering.
specs. Environmental
; Geosetences, Graphic
dlife and Conservation
lraphic
rement Technelogy
ewe, Animal
Studiere General

ing- For undergradunum of IKSAT minior 3.0 GPA, and a pre:PA of a 200 on a 4.00
in accredited college, 41
nimum combined GRE
of IR on all bands of
dilate programs. In
sideration.

rector of Equa:
I Opportunity, 10:1
18. 0270r 809-

ilBSON Truck Lines is
liong applications for
fell qualified OTR
wnerfoperators Must
ass all DOT hiring
iquirements Call 27°67-0191

Email us at

The qualified candidate will be responsible for
routine maintenance and repair of CA TV distribution system and HSD system and for turn-on
of new distribution system. MaiMenance and
troubleshoot the trunk system due to equipment andfor power failure 54 years in a field
technical position valid driver s license. knowledge of citenVserver architectures bridges.
locai area networks, wide area networks and
IP networks are highly desired YOU must be
abie to work flexible hours, including evenings.
weekends. holidays and overtime as required
Mediacorri offers an exciting work environment
anii lull benefits including discounted digital
cable. phone and Internet services
For additional information on this opportunity
or to auoy ptease upload your resume to
WWW.Citt eers. mediecomcc.ccm
end click on Job ID #1885

Media-610
1111111111111111111•11111111
Britthaven of Benton is currently accepting
applications for State Registered Nursing
Assistants.We offer competitive wages
and an excellent benefit package.
Apply in person at
Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S Benton,
KY 42025 EOEJAAE
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE EOE/AAE

Bntthaven of Benton is currently accepting
applications for the following tor Social
Services Worker. Education in related work
field preferred. Long term experience a plus.
Apply in person at
Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S Benton,
KY 42025 EOEJAAE
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE E0EiAAE

The Crty of Murray is an Equal
Opportunity Employer

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS EXIST
2 entry level positioes are available for qualrfied
professionals to provide in-home services for
children and their families. Pennynle Ali ed
Community Services, inc. is accepting resu nes for
an entry level position In its In-Horne & Supervised
Visitation program in the Mayfield office The
applicant must possess the following skies: a team
player, witting to servo families & children
excellent written & verbal conimunication skill, a
sell starter, honest. flexihie & punctual. have a
working knowledge of community resources & the
ability tip make informed decisions independently
Trainirvg witi be provided A Bachelor's Degree in
Social Work or 4 years working in human services
related field is required. Please send resurne by
Fnday, August 13th to.
"Supervised ViettatIon Poeftlon"
John
Tedder Executive Director
of° Mr.
PennyrIle Allied Community Services, Inc.
Femffy & Community Intervention Progrerne
P.O. Box 549
HopkinsvIlle, KY 42241
Pennyrksi Allied Community Services, Inc. is
"m Equal Opperruney Ernok,,,e, •

MRI TECHNOLOGIST'
Henry County Medical Center is seeking a MRI
Technologtst for our Imaging Department
Candidates must have 2 years of experience
as an MRI Tech and must be ARRT registered
in Radiology and MR or be MR eligible.
Henry County Medical Center provides an
excellent salary and benett package, including
health. dental, vision. and retirement
Interesteo candrdates should send resume or
apply in person
Henry County Medical Center
P.0 Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644-8472
correnVhcinacrAnskrci

I

Water District Manager

DISCL.4IMER

General Duties: Supervise con.struction, maintenance. and cleanliness of water district in compliance with established procedures and standards and federal. state and administrative regulations. Supervises the installation new services and maintenance of existing services including checking lineteplacing meters. Locate
waterlines and vatves and maintain records and
maps of the district. Check system for water
leaks and insures all leaks are repaired Insures
daily logs, work orders are completed accurately and in timely manner and works with customer on complaints and attends to their
resolution. Insuces all proper paperwork is completed daily monthly. quarterly and annually.
Must be able to respond to calls in emergency
situations at all hours. The duties listed aboee
are not intended to cover all of the duties and
responsibilities

When accessing the
-help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger corm
you will be redirected
planetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local rob
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
wehsite. ikiit all listings
on the pbnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us it you have any
questions regarding
the Murray. area
rob listings Thank you.

MELEON

.sful business-

ts growing &

'aducaki & the'.

'sit our website
elect', cora
270-994-5992

out what's
Iappening
is summer...

id

Experience. Would prefer knowledge of water
distribution business or related
field.

ubscnbe to the

PECO

There are no benefits and salary will be based
upor experience within an
approved range

090
Domes& A Childcare

AFFORDABLE CHILDCARE ANY DAY, ANYTIME 270-873-2029

Christian Childcare
Center now enrolling
ages
1-5
years.
Located at 810 Whitnell
by Neon Beach. Fulltime rate is $110twk.
Part-time
rate
is
$23/day with a 2 day
270-767minimum.
1177
RETIRED MILITARY
SPOUSE
SEEKING
HOUSES TO CLEAN
270-227-45C2
Super Cleaning
Do you need your
house cleaned top to
bottom'
) Give
me a call. 731-3363891
WILL clean houses
or offices
Reasonable rates.
270-978-2194.

Local Mail
Interested parties may mail a resume to .
P.O. Box 1040-R Murray. Kentucky 42071
Resumes will be accepted until
Friday. August 20, 2010.

mo......-..-..$3.5.00
mo......
,r. ......-......$110.00

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
$75.00
mo.
mu.
$%.00
---.$145.00

EOE

Local Sales Agent
Don't find a sales Job, find a sales career.
Combined Insurance is looking for quality
rndividuals to join ilS sales force. We provide
training, a training completion bonus
Comprehensive benefits & leads for your
local market. For more information contact
Josh Johnson at (270)293-9498
SCE

Viea

_ Zip

___________
Check us out on the Web!

h payment to:

• & Times
t040
V 42071
'53-1918
A

[-

ALL new Queen pillow
top rriatness set, still in
plastic, with warranty,
$170. Full Size mattress/box spnrg, brand
new. still in package,
$140 Brand name
King pillow -top mattress set. new in plastic. warranty, Must Sell,
$280. Great Deal!
NASA Memory Foam
mattress set , never
used, $350. Brand
name rwin mattress
set . still in plastic
$120. Can Deliver!
270-210.0616
CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS for sale at
Tends-N-Treasures &
Heart of Hazel. Dr Joe
Fuhrmann, ovmer.
appraises
&
ouys
coins. 270-753-4161
Collectible Christmas
plates from 1979-2010.
Best offer. 2 Riano's
For Sale. Call 270-2932816
Kimball Artist Spinet
Piano. $500 OBO. 270759-4336

270.753-4461

WASHER & dryer,
motor home. Case
tractor. real estate tots
Will consider trades
753-4109, 227-1546

MDM COMPUTERS
Sen ice/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556
PRACifCAL Dental
Assisting:
Registration is now
open. Class begins on
11.
2010.
Sept.
Classes are scheduled
on Saturdays for 11
weeks. Allowing you to
keep your present lob,
while you gain skills for
a rewarding career.
Most Dental Assistants
hay* oresinvs, week-

enda Wit holidays off.
i Won/Caton
and
Registration
torms
available
at
www bohledenta I . co m
or call est once 270448-0864. Financing
available. Enrollment

Went to Buy
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
CASH paid for
good. used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S 12th.
Murray.

GOOD use stove.
refrigerator. a/c unit,
and storm windows.
753-4109
Would hke to borrow or
buy, Rosetta Stone
Italian 270-293-2442

• LARGE
SELECTION:
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS
Sni '211,

f270) 753-1713

1st Full Mo. Rent Free

Shih-Tzu
puppies_
AKC,
CKC.
maleifemale
$250270-251-0310
$350
evenings

I BR & 2BR Ape,
270-753-8556
TDD I-800-545-1833
Ext. 283
Equai cmportundy
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units.
Rent based on income.
Mobility
impairment
accessible.
Phone:
492-8721.
Mon
&
Thurs
10-12am. TDD No.
1-800-648-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
LARGE 3BR apt,
newty remodeled, on
campus. C/H,A, W&D.
$55C water, sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets. 293-3710 2934600

2001, 3BR
2BA,
Fleetwood
29's44'
334-585-0901 ask for
Betty
2005 16x84 Clayton
3BR, 2BA. vinyl siding,
nice 270-489-2525
2BR & Lot. $12,900
270-753-6012
^80
[ Mobile Hemel For Rent

your house?

CaN us we will be
Aperbriarb Fix Reit
1 OR 2br apts nea
Murray
downtown
Lease and deposit
required 753-4109

gloat 4, help
siarroy I edger & ere,
270-753-19Ie

•'

Lambs,
For-Sale
$100, 731-644-9132.
leave a message

11‘11',
, IA

,Ap,
• vieekh & Tecial
• kx:ally ownedemerated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
Hamilton Granite
‘larble
3301 St. Rt i2iN.
753-8.087
tAicr Murdock • 241-1722
I iispla Flwa 880-330
HOME WN
TREE. SERVICE
.
_
- iniered
'
Derserw
.
rtaple .
FreerEstaihaleS '•
Sterne Remover.
Gen ?70-293,448927n r37.1nas
CHASE Futrell Lawn Care. 8yrs. exp. 2938814
LAWN Care Service
rates,
Reasonable
starting at $15 270753-2405. 270-9782441

MILLS & SON
PRESSURE
.WASHINO
-'4^111. Sidirtg

'93 Lowe, '03 50hp
Johnson,
Johnson
trolling motor, 2 fish
finders 5 adiustable
seats. bimini top. with
trailer $4,200 OBO
731-642-6995 OR 731
363-8223

•

L&M
LAWN SEBVICI

Mowing, Manicuring,
Landscapirig
Leat Vacuuming
'satisfaction guaranteed

1-270-227-0587
All carpentry construction Additions, remodeling. sagging rotten
floors. decks. home &
mobile home repae
Larry Nimmo
753-2353

1',

VIA\ \t,i \il \ I

• WoOd skiing
Brick•Concret,
Dectks e
(2713)227-6160

MITCFIELL
BROS.
PAVING
RP'siden 1 he
•Asnnrilt install if

(270)759-0501
ROOF Leaking call a
professional.
4354645

David's Home
Improvement
ih-ititt

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $7.5.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

t- ;iorS
,,l9
Ping

Will Do Insurance Wcrk
sa MasterCard
'

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

Hill Electric
RINI Estate
Ittlurrati
& Time. 1.11i
lionsing Act Notice
Ali mai t,tatt atittirlitical hurtle
tiubtect to the Federal FAV
flouking,
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iiic4a1 to advert-1.i aaa itreNirartAt Inseams, ttr
non titrtattl on ratc,
-ant handicap tamilial yta
isy Of national origin, or Mrt'n
bon to makc ar, such flair
entat, lirnitahnc, divrintatil•
hon
todtsil dis fit-heath,:
the -ale reintai .iittriatinc
ai
hinot or 1,,tort
ailJaatn
tit,. priactkil
irairral la.

Stge 13N,

ktIONIII4I 11

rt

,t th, I
n.it, a, heft+, ittivt,1
nt it al; iittellinszt adternittitt a,
ai iilabie on An
opportti
11

1 & 4BR Houses
Lease
&
Deposi
Required
270-753
4109
1BR House for rent in
Murray. Very clean.
$375/mo plus deposit.
270-978-7382

Need to sell
NICE 2 bedroom, no
pets 753-9866

1CT ristlee east f
of Murray

340
Ho.was For Rent

4BR,
W/D
1624
Hamilton
$700/mo.
next to MSU 270-753%06
LARGE 4bd. 2ba, hardwood floors, dishwasher. stove. fridge. washer. dryer hook-ups, ceiling tans. central air
gas heat, fireplace.
large deck, fenced
back yard. large 2-car
garage, water and
trash included $925 1 year lease, references
and deposit required
Call (270) 873-4791

I

or PcrtitaP
S125 rilo
i-iay included.

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
OPPorluniti
TOL)#1 -800-648-6056

I

1995 Dodge 1500. cus
om bed cover wrth run
fling boards 270-435
43,
8

753-1016 227-0611

Horse Boarding

•.(
0,2

1980
Mercedes450SL convereble. silver, both tops 1997
Lincoln
Mark-VIII.
black coupe. sunroof.
loaded. chrome Local
cars. Gorgeous, Call
404-313-1051

C167 Darnell Design
Crappre Classic 90 hp
E-Tec Eyinrude For
Sale Call 270-7534812 after 6pm or 27°474-2295 in the day

Pitt & SIDON

391)
Livestock 11Stipeine

C,hevy Ent. r '
LPAWD, 96K. Leo'
sunroof.
loaae:;
25MPG. $12.700 270
704-9511

Borne & teeters

Miniature Dachshund
puppies, 3 males $200
ea., 2 females $225 ea
270-753-6619

EtPuMeln6

PIANO lessons for
children age 5-teens.
$10 00 per 30 minute
lesson Contact Kristin
731)336-1787

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
.Safe & clean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

4BR, C/H/A, all appliances Coleman RE
753-9898

Case444
Mowers
44" hydraulic-litt $450
Husky 20hp/twin 46''
cut.
$425,
Older
Jacobson no:leek $65.
5-8hp engines $65obo
270-227-8585 or 270-753-8585

John Deere 643 Com
Head For Sale Cai
270-753-4812
afte
5pm or 270-474-2295
in the day
220
Boniest

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
Corner of ID S. & Glendale
10X10 525 10‘15
t270i 436-2524
1.2701 293-6906

DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858.
FREE, Small. black &
white. maie dog Great
with kids, Call 270-4928533

1505 Diuguid Drive
Mattress Sale
Close Outs
Overstocks
Facto,y Seconds
270-767-1900
702 N 12th St
Murray

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming.
removal
stump grinding firewood Insured 4892839

We
- Einance
hoilandavtorsalei com

2BR, 2 full bath duptex,
all appliances & washer & dryer, cable &
water
furnished
$600/month, no pets.
753-2225 or 759 1509after 5:00

Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
ApartMents

Professionals
293-7872

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-418J
9 a m. - 4 per. M-F

270-753-5562

2BR spacious apartment. Utilities furnished, non smoking.
no pets. $575/mo.
$425 deposit. 270-2935149

Rivertield Estates.
SIM: Real Property

HOLLAND
AllOTOR SALES

1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071

1BD IBA Apt $350
trio
29D, 1BA Townhouse
$485 Mo.
270-753-7559
1BR, price reduced.
various
locations.
Coleman
RE 7539898
2 bedroom, 2 bath, all
appliances Included
Dr.
82
Stanford
$550/month
and
deposit. No pets. Call
753-9999.

Oak, Roll Top Desk.
Like New. Cost $1,400,
will take $500. 27°435-4579

Equal Opportunity Employer

ossified@ enteritis:0rue

tery Studio-ts

Fce Rent

n4
CONCHE T E fir
drhoeorays sIdercs •fy
Gail ,2/0
etc
0500 (270)752-0300

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

farkswiteloaLJOALALIL4

3BR 2BA
132 Washington
$155,000
270 227
9577

I

Call 888-779-4374

The Crty of Murray has the
following lob opportunityMETER READER
$10.21 per hour
Apply at
murrayky gov or
City Hall, 104 N 5th Street,
Murray, Kentucky, 42071.
Deadline for receiving applications:
5:00 p.m. Thursday, August 19, 2010

Seriices Offered

Noires For See

Since 1986
24 noun menu
Res.. Com , & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Servoce Insured
753-TREE (8733)
ADAMS Home
improvement
Additions, Remodeling,
Roofing, Vinyl Siding.
Laminate
Floors.
Repairs. workers comp

insured.
I

further acitnlarat, .1If
iunny Ada erthinv tuqu,re
rr
NAA our...
R, p moor,
itta. 1000

I

480
Homes For Sale

1209 Doran Road. 1/2
acre, corner Doran &
Melrose. 313R. 3BA,
2300 scift. remodeled &
updated, 2 & 1/2 car
garage/shop, 2 car carport. enclosed back
porch. See ad at
http:,linfotube _net/21 85
75. $185.000. 270-7592548_
Appointmert
only.
314 Woodlawn
Avenue
3BR. 1 BA.
$74000
Mike Conley
Broker
270.293 32
3BR 2BA 1.200sq ft
Sycamore Good
starter or invest proper
ty S62K
270-227-2043
TO view all homes in
Calloway County go to
campbellrealty com

227-2617.
ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems.
Dozer, back hoe, and
track
hoe
work.
Installation and repair
or septic systems
Now offering septic
tank pumping. Maior
credit cards accepted.
978-0404
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE 8 PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

TRAVIS
ASPHALT
Paling. Seek-eating
& Hauling
TRAVIS
ION

270-753-2279
CLOUD NINE
PHOTOGRAPHY
fiCauples
•Engagemer t
*Weddings
sChiktren *Family
*Pets •Special•
Events
(270) 227-2831

THE Murray Leager &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

1

I

3 CRETE, LLC
Concrete Repair
No job too small
270-293-7971
www.3cretelic.com

Appliance
Repair
ALL BRANDS

VVard Elkins
270-753-1713

WILKERSON
• ROOFING
All Your.

Roofing Needs
Freetstimates

(270)489-2580
(270)832-1451
WILL remove Dead
Trees & Shrubs. 4354645.
Tree
YEARRY'S
Service_ Free estimates. Phone 4362562. 227-0267
Aired tio pins f

17,1

Call us we wilt be
gled to help.
Murray Ledger & rmes
270-753-1916

MI • Wednesday. August II, 2010

Looking Back
Ten years ago
Michael Hornback of Murray
has been named a recipient of
The Pearson Fellowship at the
University of Arkansas School
of Law.
Tri-Star Masonry's Bronco
League baseball team went undefeated in regular-season play and
were unbeaten in winning the
postseason tournament. Team
members are Dionta Starks. Sam
Schneiderman. Brodie Wallace.
Corby Cook, Matt Wells, Alex
Salazar. Zach Wnght. Landon
Lockhart. Adam Prescott, John
Black and Shane Dickson. Coaches are Sonny Lockhart. Gene Dale
Lockhart and Timmy Cook.
Stephen and Nathan Cooper
graduated from the fifth class
of the Bison Future Preacher
Camp at Lips,:omb University,
Nashville, Tenn. They are ths sons
of Mr. and Mrs. Alan Cooper
of Hazel.
Twenty years ago
The National Scouting Museum here is attracting more vistors than in any year since it
opened in 1986. Officials said
attendance figures through June
were more than 22 percent above
the same period in 1989.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Harnson, a girl to Jenny and Steven
Johnston, a boy to Naomi and
Tony Wyatt. a boy to Jana and
Charles Byrd and a girl to Rebecca and Roger Carr.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Melton were
married 50 years July 29.
Thirty years ago
Randy Thurniond is pictured
with his painting chosen as a
semi-finalist to be on the !UM
calendar for 1981of International Union of United Automobile.
Aerospace and Agriculture Workers of America-UAW.
Janet Louise Murdock and
Barry James Futrell were married in a summer ceremony at
Murray Woman's Club House.
Forty years ago

There are 2.700 veterans from
World War II to Vietnam War
now in Calloway County and
382,000 in the state of Kentucky.. according to Veterans
Administration Regional office
in Louisville.
Published is a picture of Margaret Trevathan. librarian. getting ready to cut the nbbon at
the dedication of the new Calloway County Public Library
butlding on Main Street with
Mayor Holmes Ellis and Calloway County. Judge Robert O.
Miller. The photo was taken by
Wilson Woolley.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs Ray Junior
Story..
Fifty years ago
An all day in-service training for the teachers of Murray
City Schools will be Aug. 26 from
8:30 a.m. to 3 p.m at the Murray High School auditorium,
according to W'.B. Moser. MHS
principal.
Calloway County Judge WayIon Rayburn has been elevated
to watchman on the board of
directors of the Woodmen of the
World.
Marjorie Shroat Hum president. presided over a meeting
of the Murray. Business & Professional Women's Club held at
the Murray Woman's Club House.
Sixty years ago
Published is a picture of Murray High School band members
Ann Fenton, Betty Cotham, Billy
Joe Parker and Ann Perry. with
the new drums purchased for
the band. Jerry Williams is band
director.
Hal Shipley, 15, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Eugene Shipley. spoke
about "Youth And Their Relation to Adults Who Have So
Much To Do With Their Development" at a meeting ot the
Murray Rotary Club at the Murray Woman's Club House. Shipley is a student at Murray Training School.

COMICS!FEATURES
Cold-hearted comment turns
bedroom into deep freeze
DEAR ABBY: My hoyfnend
and I have been dating for a year.
W'heii We got together he had just
gotten out of a fis:e-year relationship He says he loves me. but
he recently told me that she was
better in bed than I am!
I has e lost confidence in our
relationship and don't enjoy making love with
him
now,
knowing
I
don't measure
up. His ex
was
better
looking than
I am, but I
don't understand why he
would
say
that. I hav:e
told him he
hurt my feelBy Abigail
ings. but he
0ciarde0.
Van Buren
d
W
°e
ha
sitl'dt
now? -- HURT IN BIG SKY
COUNTRY
DEAR HURT: Now you ask
yourself whether you want to continue a relationship with someone so tactless that he would drop
a bomb on you like that one. It's
telling that when you let him
know you were hun. he let you
know he didn't care.
There are diplomatic ways for
partners to conununicate what they
prefer when they are intimate.
One of them involves positive
reinforcement when their partner
does something right. Another is
simply. saying in plain English what
feels good. It appears that you'
boyfriend is insensitive to the
max. my dear. But what you do
about it is something no one but
you can decide.

Dear Abby

DEAR ABBY: I have been tnarried 11 years to my husband, who
is one of nine children. My sister-in-law has asked me for a
copy of one of our wedding pictures, which is the last time all
of them were together. Since the
wedding, one of my husband's

sibs has died and another is serving a long stretch in pnson.
The problem is, she wants to
digitaily remove me from the picture! I don't want to give tny sister-in-law a copy knowing I'll be
edited out. It's hurtful, and after
all these years it makes me feel
like she hasn't fully accepted nrie
as part of the family. Am I overreacting? -- BLOCKED OUT IN
TEXAS
DEAR BLOCKED OUT: Your
sister-in-law- wasn't very diplomatic, but w:hat she is trying to
mernonalize is the last time her
biological family was intact. The
situation is poignant, really. My
advice is not to take this personally. Give her the picture before
any hard feelings "develop."
•••

DEAR ABBY': My I2-yearold niece, 'Amanda," is on her
cell phone constantly. She is the
smartest kid I know. but she is
failing her classes and has started to lie about evelything. I raised
her until she was 5 -- I was only
12 my:self when I started -- so I
am very close to her. Or so I
thought.
Amanda lives with her dad
and stepmom, who are doing their
best to raise her. but nothing is
worlung. When she v.:as growing
up she never lied, and I mean never.
I have told her not to be afraid
to talk to me about anything. but
she hasn't. and it hurts rive that
she can't come to me. What do
you suggest do? -- WORRIED
AUNT IN WASHINGTON
DEAR WORRIED AUNT:
Speak to Amanda's father and suggest that he confiscate her cell
phone until her grades improve.
If she is texting instead of paying attention in class, and talking
instead of doing her homework.
that would be a step in the right
direction. And continue to tell
your niece that if she needs to
talk to you about "anything," you
are -- arid will always be -- there
for her.
000

Today in ilistorg
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Aug. 11,
the 223rd day of 2010. There are
142 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug. I I. 1965, rioting and
looting that claimed 34 lives broke
out in the predominantly black
Watts section of Los Angeles.
On this date:
In 1860. the nation's first successful silver mill began operation near Virginia City, Nev.
In 1909, the steamship SS Arapahoe became the first ship in North
t3 A Et'Y

America to issue an S.O.S. distress signal, off North Carolina's
Cape Hatteras.
In 1934, the first federal prisoners arrived at the island prison
Alcatraz in San Francisco Bay.
In 1949. President Harry. S.
Truman nominated Genetal Omar
N. Bradley to become the first
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff.
In 1954, a formal peace took
hold in Indochina. ending more
than seven years of fighting

between the French and Communist Viet Minh.
In 1960, the African country
of Chad became independent of
France.
In 1962. the Soviet Union
launched cosmonaut Andrian Nikolayev on a 94-hour flight.
In 1975. the United States
vetoed the proposed admission of
North and South Vietnam to the
United Nations. following the Secunty Council's refusal to consider
South Korea's application.
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Red and white
equals the blues
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a 56year-old female For the past I-I/2
years or so, I have had red streaks in
the whites of my: eyes. About six
months ago. I went to an eye doctor
who said the streaks were just "normal aging?' My vision is fine. but
no matter how: much rest I get,
they.•ve cunt inued
to
worsen. My
eyes always
look as if I'm
sick or have
been on a
bender.
I've searched
the Internet
and can't find
anything that
fits this problem. Can you
By
tell me what I
Dr. Peter Gott have arid how
to cure it?
DEAR READER: Red eyes
occur when small vessels on the
surface of the eye become congested and engorged with blood. The
condition is commonly related to an
oxygen insufficiency. A vitamin B
deficiency. specifically. B2 and B6,
eye strain, sun exposure. overuse of
contact lenses, cosmetics, fattgue,
improper diet, blood thinners and
allergies are a few of the more common causes.
I would feel better if you were to
have an ophthalmologist rule out
conjunctivitis (pinkeye), tiveitis,
corneal ulcers, herties simplex and
other medical conditions so you can
be assured there is no underlying
reason for the streaks.
If you have been unsuccessful in
treating your condition, modify
your diet to avoid margarine and
saturated fats, table and refined salt,
hard cheeses and chkwinated water.
Add spinach, oliv:e oil, water and
fresh fruits, such as blueberries,
blackberries and cherries. Use overthe-counter ey:edrops for relief.
Apply: cool or warm compresses
several times a day. when possible
throughout the day and, if appropriate, temporarily discontinue using
makeup. Perhaps the dietary: and

WAM

INTEREST*.
MY MOM SAYS
YOU'RE DEVIL:941Y
HANDSOME.

No Salt?
No Problem
Dear
Readers:
Watching
your SALT
INTAKE?
Here is a
longtime
Heloise
recipe
that
my readers
love. It's Heloise's No-Salt Spice
Substitute. Here's what you need:
5 teaspoons onion powder
1 tablespoon garlic powder
1 tablespoon paprika
I tablespoon dry. mustard
1 teaspoon thyme
1/2 teaspoon white pepper
112 teaspoon celery seeds
Mix all ingredients and put in
an airtight container, like an old
spice jar. Don't store this or any
spice near the stove; the heat can
cause the flavor to diminish. Some
of my other favonte recipes are
found in my pamphlet Heloisc's AllTime Favorite Recipes. To get a
copy, send S5 and a long, selfaddressed, stamped (61 cents)envelope to: Heloise/All-Time, P.O.
Box 795001. San Antonio, TX
78279-5001. Stow these tasty spices
in a pretty canning jar with a bow

4

HOWse

or nbbon, and voila! Instant gift!
Heloise
HOMEMADE
GROCERY LIST
Dear Heloise: I used a spreadsheet on my computer to make
up a grocery list. I made columns
for each category, such as "dairy.'
"meat." etc. I saved it, and now
when I go to the grocery store,
all I have to do is print out my
list and circle the things I need
to get.
While I am shopping, I can
wnte in things I buy that weren't
on the list, and when I get on
the computer again, I can edit the
list and add these items for future
trips to the store. -- Janis Potter,
San Angelo, Texas
CARROT DELIGHTS
Dear Heloise: When 1 have
baby carrots that are about to
reach the expiration date, I pour
a tablespoon of olive oil into a
plastic bag and squeeze until the
carrots are covered. I pour them
onto a nonstick, foil-lined baking
sheet, sprinkle with salt and pepper, and roast them at 425 degrees
for 35-45 minutes (depending on
carrot size). I cook them until
they start to become wnnkled, but
not too brown on the bottom. -K.B., Hutchinson, Kan.
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Small bills
Charity affair
Like monsoon season
Mayflower name
Saxon preceder
Director Polanski
Extreme
"Smarten up!"
"Move it!"
Mystery writer Stout
Brief
Garden plot
Even a little
Contrived
City on the Loire
Curved path
"Be senous!"
"Scram!"
Cal. abbr.
Audibly
Speculate
Hunger signals
Sub system
Flock females
Effortless

Visibly stunned
Olympus group
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NBC show since 1975
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I love carrots, and this is a
nice way to use them. I tested
your hint with regular carrots cut
into 5- to 6-inch pieces or smaller bite sizes. -- Heloise
DISHWASHER DUTY
Dear Heloise: I recently retired,
relieving my husband of loading
the dishwasher. I found that by placing sharp knives by themselves in
a bin on the silverware holder, I
no longer poke myself as I'm putting silverware away. I place handles down with the blades and
fork tines up so they get much
cleaner and aren't jammed together. I remove the silverware holder and take it to the utensil drawer. • - Judi M., via e-mail
This will help keep the silverware from "nestling," but please
note the knives should be placed
with the blade down and handle
up as a safety precaution. -- Heloise
H()T COFFEE
Dear Heloise: I pour boiling
water in a large thermos and let
it sit while coffee is brewing.
Alter my first "must have" cup
of coffee, empty the water and
pour in coffee. It lasts for hours
and stays hot. -- Sandy. in Texas
(c)2010 by King Features Syn
dicate Inc.

Crosswords
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external modifications will improv e
things
DEAR DR. GOTT: I would like
information concerning molluscum
contagiosum.
My 8-y:ear-old daughter started
with a spot on her wnst. Her pediatrician told me that it would go
away on its own. HOWeVC1, it has
been more than a year and it hasn't
disappeared yet. There are also
other spots that have shown up on
various locations of her body:. Now:
my 10-year-old son has developed
it. with patches on his legs. I've
debated taking both children to a
dermatologist because I learner it
could be a painful process to take
that route. I've also heard I could
use a silver cream. Have you heard
of success with this treatment'.'
DEAR READER: Molloscum
contagiosum is a viral infection of
the skin that can affect people of
any age, however, it is more prevalent in children. It presents with
flesh- to iwarl-colored lesions anywhere on the body (except for the
palms of the hands and soles of the
feet) and can last up to a y:ear In
people with a normal immune system. Unfortunately. the systems of
children are nut_ completely: developed. thus making them more susceptible than adults.
It is common for people in the
same family to touch toys and towels. answer the telephone. and turn
doorknobs to spread this contagious
disorder through direct contact.
Hand washing and cleanliness are
vital.
Diagnosis is commonly' made
through visual contact. Should
questions arise, scrapings can
always be accomplished for examination under a microscope.
In many' instance,. treatment isn't
necessary. When recommended or
preferred, the most common methods include cryotherapy, laser and
curettage — all very dramatic for a
child to undergo. There are topical
creams a pediatrician might recommend, such as podophyllotoxin or
tnchloroacetic acid or the silver you
refer to. that should be more to your
liking_

Hints From Holoise
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SECTION C

l'REP VOLLEYBALL

Lady Lakers top Carlisle, earn first win of year
HALE LEADS CALLOWAY WITH
17 POINTS, THREE ACES
Staff Report
Racer Sports in Brief

Racers
battle heat
in Tuesday
practice
From MS0 Athletics
Murray
State
battled
through hot and muggy conditions on the turf at Stewart
Stadium a.s the Racers held
their only- practice of the day
Tuesday.
"By far the hottest day we
have had," said head coach
Chrts Hatcher. "It was good to
see our guys push through. We
will get a little rest this afternoon and this evening, and get
back after it tomorrow."
After going through about
art hour of individual work.
the Racers came together for
the blitz pickup drill. On the
first play, cornerback Nathan
Brinkley intercepted the pas.s
and rzturned it up the ieft sideline. Later on during the drill,
defensive end Jamal Crook
dropped into coverage and
pickrad off a pass arid returned
for a touchdown.
Following long extended
water break and rest, the
Racers held their secorid
scrimmage of the preseason.
The offense came out on the
first possession with running
back Dexter Barnett breaking
off a 20-yard run.
Tye° plays later, quarterback Jcff Ehrhardt found wide
receiver Dexter D.urrante on a
20-plus yard hookup. The
drive ended with Patrick
Robertson taking a short pass
and breaking a few tackles on
his way to the end zone.
The offense continued to
move the ball on the E.eXt
series as Marcus Harris hauled
in a pass for a first down and
Walter Powell caught a 26yard pass on fourth-and-inches.
The defense stepped up
over the next few series as
they forced a couple threeand-outs, and also got a stop
as Crook registered a sack and
followed it up two plays later
with another tackle in the
backfield.
The scrimmage moved into
the red zone and the offense
found its way into the end
zone on the opening series.
Barnett started die drive with
an eight-yard scamper and
Robertson followed with a
seven-yard reception. Bartlett
capped off the drive as he lowered his head from the oneyard-line into the end zone.
"I thought we finished with
great tempo and had a good
scrimniage at the end," said
Hatcher. "We have some guys
tackling better and we are
securing the ball better, which
was two points of emphasis
from our first scrimmage."
The Racers return to the
practice field today: as they
will hold three practices. The
first practice is set for 8 a.m.,
with the afternoon practice
slated for 2:15 p.m. and the
evening practice at 7:15 p.m_

Softball
signs fifth
player for
2011
Murray State softball has•
announced the addition of
sophomore Erica Meguiar for
the 2011 season. She joins
Leslie Bridges, Ali Hart,
Megan Sims and Madysen
Wilton as members of the
2011 signing ciass.
"I am pleased to announce
Erica Meguiar will be joining
our team this fall," head softball coach Jay Pyron said. "I
recruited Erica out of high
school and am glad that she
•See MSU. 29

Dera Hale led Calloway
County with 17 points as the
Lady Lakers etched a notch in
the win column for the first

time this season with a 2-0 victory at Carlisle County Tuesday
night.
Calloway took the first game
25-15 and dominated the sec-

ond, winning 25-5.
In addition to her 17 points,
Hale added two assists and
three ACCS.
Kristen Dennis contributed
nine points and one ace while
Samantha Darnell added seven
points, a kill and an ACC. Lexie
Watson scored six points,

served three aces and added
two kills while Allison Rogers
notched three points, dished out
two assists and added a kill.
Ashleigh Wolfe finished with
two kills.
Calloway improved to 1-1
on the season while Carlisle
dropped to 0-1, falling in its

season opener.
In junior varsity action.
Janae Smith led the way for the
Lady Lakers, scoring 13 points
and serving up six aces.
Calloway will take the court
again on Saturday at the
Cardinal Classic at Livingston
County.

PREP SOCCER PRE-VIEW: MURRAY TIGERS

Small but skilled
TIGERS HOPE TO GET BACK
TO ALL 'A', REGION FINALS
DESPITE LOSING 15 SENIORS

TOMMv DILLARD / file 0010

AAurray striker Alex Bokeno attempts to gain cor.trol of the ball against a Heath opponent during last year s First Region Tournament. Bokeno, a creative goalscorer who
spent the offseason playing in Greece is the Tigers' only returning starter.

By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Editor
Jim Baurer has had to
replace many senior classes during his seven-year tenure as
head coach at Murray.
But he's never before lost
more than half of his varsity
roster in one offseason.
If you didn't watch closely
last season, you won't recognize the team Baurer fields this
fall. Murray graduated 15 seniors who composed its entire
starting lineup. with one exception — striker Alex Bokeno.
Bokeno is a good exception
to have, however, and he. along
with a handful of defenders who
logged significant minutes off
the bench last season, provide
the Tigers a solid nucleus with
which to reload behind another
large class of seniors.
Baurer says this gmup —
still almost exclusively upperclassmen with nine seniors and
eight juniors — is just as technically skilled as their predecessors, but they're lacking in two
areas — experience and size.
"I look at T-shirt sizes. and
last year, we had a vvhole bunch
of kids who wore larges," he
says. "This year, there's only a
couple of kids who wear a large,
and the rest are mediums and
smalls. ...Sometimes all the skill
in the world doesn't do any
good if you don't win the 50-50
balls."
The Tigers figure to be competitive once again, however, in
the 4th District race as well as in
the state All 'A' field, a major
goal for the team, according to
Bokeno.
The 2009 Tigers advanced
all the way to the All 'A' state
championship game before
falling in a shootout. They then
played their way into the First
Region title match before losing
to district rival Marshall
County.
Balance will be a major key
for the 2010 bunch. Bokeno, a
senior, gives Murray two years
starting experience at striker
while seniors Landon Russell

2010 PREP BOYS SOCCER
Murray
Coach, Jim Baum(
l_ast year: 16.5.1 19-3. 2nd District,.
ist Region runner-up
Who's 9008: OiIton Ward Jeremy
Curd, Ryan Miller Ryan Greer,
Michael Mangold, Michael Orr, k Laken
BaItnrop, Marsi Stubbleheid. Mail
Hines. Jordan Benton, Sitlar ArdetuIr.
Zach Lambert, John Cohoon,
Doran Wit MudsOn
Who's back. Steven Arnold (Sr ), Ale.
Bokeno (Sr), Rob DeBoer ISr
Nathan Kennecty (Sr ) Brandon
Kipphut (Sr Kyle Lewis (Sr ), (Janus
Nabavi (Sr ), Landon Russell (Sr )
Niko Sake( Sr )
Who's new: A J Bokeno (Jr ). Lake
Butterworth (Jr) Carson Greaenkamp
(Jr.), Lincoln Miller (Jr ), Brtan Puckett
(Jr.). Johnny Thaw')(Jr.). Zach TrilvM
(Jr ). Matthew VsnAmenngen (Jr ),
Lucas Anderson (So ), Logan Foster
(So I. Aciani motion (So >. Stephen oo
(So ) Logan Parker (So Alex Ward
(So I
Outlook: The Tigers graduated the
iargest ciass school history and
return )ust one starter BO NqUl,liy IS
upperciassman-donsnated and tat
toted The Tigers wont have the size
they entoyed last year but creative
sCorer Alex Bnkeno and a defensive
unrt that does return some eg.ierience
should provicts a SOO foundation on
whk-h to build
TIGERS' SCHEDULE
Aug. 17, MADISONVILLE NORTH HOP
0.4ARY• (7 15 p
2IL
Callorrey Co . 31: al Mayfield
Notre
Sept. 2-4: Cap. Gaareeau
Dame Socceclest 7: GRAVES CO , 14: al
Marshall Co (.7
p ), it CALLOWAY
CO 18: at Owensboro 30 p m I. 21: COM,
MUNITY CHRISTIAN (5 30 p
MAY•
FIELD. 27: MARSHALL CO , 28: at Gra.'
IONS 2A ST

Oct. 4: at Lona
Tilghman (5 45 p )

Oak

7: al Paducah

- AM A' Region / Champlo”ship
HOME MATCHES IN ALL CAPS
Ai matches 7 p m unless °Menem/ Wied

and Nathan Kennedy bring
experience to the defense,
which will be the Tigers' most
battle-tested unit.
Murray will be debuting an
entirely new midfield, however.
and a new goalkeeper in senior
Brandon Kipphut, who did see
time, mostly in blowout matches. last season.
Like Kipphut, every senior
has at least a bit of varsity experience, but none outside of
Bokeno has been a go-to playmaker.
"The rest of them were role
81 See

TIGERS, 2C
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Louisville QB situation up in air Phillips says 'Wildcats
embraced heat Tuesday

No TIMETABLE AS TO
WHEN STRONG WILL
NAME STARTER
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -Of all the questions facing firstyear University of Louisville
coach Charlie Strong, none may
be bigg,er than who his starting
quarterback will be Sept. 4.
Tuesday
afternoon
at
Lewisville's media day:, though,
there was no definitive answer on
who will be behind center when
the Cardinals kick off their season Labor Day weekend against
archrival Kentucky at Papa
John's Cardinal Stadium. And, at
this point, there's no timetable as
to when that answer will come.
Strong said he will sit down
with assistant head coach/offensive coordinator Mike Sanford,
as well as quanerbacks coach
Mike Groh. when the time is
nght and make a decision.
"And it's going to come down

GARRY JONES / AP
New Louisville football coach Charlie Strong, left, talks
about his first team to assembled members of the media
at the University of Louisville Tuesday.
to who can go lead this football
team," Strong said
Three different tales led last
year's team, which finished 4-8
under former eoach Stev e

Kiagthorixi, one tune or anothei And all three of them - seniors
Adam Freiman and Justin Burke
and sophomore Will Stem are
up for the job again this year.

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — For Kentucky football players,
Tuesday could have turned into a day to take it easy. It was the
Wildcats' first full day in pads, and the heat index hovered around
100 degrees during the afternoon practice.
But new coach Joker Phillips didn't complain, and he said some
of his players even embraced it.
"Guys practiced hard, with a lot of enthusiasm," Phillips said.
"As we practiced faster, guys started to lose their feet and not run
through tackles. But we're practicing smarter and staying oft the
ground."
Among those that drew Phillips' attention Tuesday was senior
wide receiver Chrts Matthews. Matthews was a newcomer to
Kentucky last season, a 6-5, 219-pound junior college transfer from
Los Ang,eles. He struggled in 2009 jumping from the junior college
circuit to the Southeastern Conference. He caught just three touchdowns, none of which were in conference play.
Wide receivers coach Tee Martin said Matthews took it upon
himself in the offseason to spend a lot of time each day catching
balls and getting trimmer. As a result, both Phillips and Martin agree
Matthews is ready to live up to heightened expectations_
"I've compared hirn to a lot ol big. physical guys I've played
with in the past," said Martin, who spent four years as an NFL quarterback from 2(100-2003. "Maxie° Burress is the one he reminded
me of most. I played with him in Pittsburgh, we were drafted together. He has so many of those same type of skills as Plas had."
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From Page le
decided to become a Racer. She
will fiil a need for us behind the
plate, she is an excellent defensive catcher and a great girl who
will tit in well with the rest of
our team. She brings a lot to the
table with her arm, ability to
throw out runners and her work
ethic. We are glad that she is a
part of our softball family."
Meguiar started 35 of 45
games behind the plate as a
freshman with University of the
Cumberlands in Williamsburg,
Ky. She hit for a .275 average in
116 at bats arid tied for second
on the tearn in home runs.
A six-year player
fouryear starter at Logan County
High School, she was named alldistrict in 2008 and 2009 and
was selected to the all-region
squad in 2009.
Mosier and Robinson added
to track aad fietd/cross condo
staff
First-year head track and
field/cross country coach Jenny
Severns has completed her
coaching staff with the addition
of Adam Kieslei as an assistant
coach and Dominique Robinson
as a graduate assistant.
"I am very excited to add
Adam and Dominique to our

coaching staff," said Sevems.
"Adam bnngs expenence competing in and coaching almost
every event on the track. He has
also had success everywhere he
has coached. He is very enthusiastic on the track and in recruiting. Dominique has expenence
competing at a high level at
Murray State and in the OVC.
She will bnng knowledge of the
OVC and the area that we will
need to take the program to the
next level."
Kiesler will primarily work
with the sprinters, hurdlers,
jumpers and multi events at
Murray State. His jot will also
include assisting with recruiting
Kiesler comes to the Racers
after spending the past season as
a graduate assistant track and
field coach at the University of
Toledo where he oversaw student-athletes in sprints, hurdles,
jumpers and multi-events.
Robinson is no stranger to the
Racers' track and field program
after spending the 2005-08 campaigns as a member of the MSU
team. She left the Racers in
2008 holding the school record
in the indoor weight throw and
in the outdoor shot put. She
returns to the Racers as a graduate assistant.

•Tigers
Brett Garner participated in the 2010 U.S. Open taekwondo competition in Chicago on July 24. He placed
third and received a bronze medal in the nine-yearold Multiple Stations category. He is the son of
Chess and Marsha Garner.
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(at Co.ed Softball League gt.
-Season Begins August 30th
$350 per team
Deadline August 25th 4 p.m.
Coll Park Offite at 762-0325
emm!Lre
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From Page 1C
players, and they did a very
good job of it," Baurer says.
"Now it changes a little bit
where they're the go-to players.
That's the difference, and you
don't know how they'll react
over the course of the season."
Much of Murray's success
last season centered around an
aggressive substitution strategy
with which Baurer many times
wore down opponents. The
Tigers won't have quite the
depth they enjoyed in 2009, but
Baurer says the scheme won't
change.
"I like to play a lot of people,
so most of our guys are going to
see minutes," he said.
Bokeno will be the team•s
greatest weapon. He is coming
off an offseason spent playing
on an elite under-2I team in
Greece and brings with him a
reputation as one of the First
Region's most creative players
and lethal goalscorers.
"He's hungry to score, which
you like in your strikers." says

College of Humanities
and Fine Arts
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY

Community Education Courses Fail 2010
." Fall Guitar Jamboree!(ages 16-23)

Love, War and a Truck Full
of Chickens: An

Introduction
to Creative Writing

instructor: Brent Webster
(brent webster murraystate.edu)
Monday 5:30 - 6:20 p.m.
Fine Arts 3004 (max TS people)
A guitar class for

voung beginning and

intermediate players, covering chords, scales.
songs, tablature. and techniques for playing your
favorrte styles All participants must have their
own instruments Acoustic instruments only n,
lon (classical or steel-string

Delicious Guitar Stew!(ages 24 and up)

meet

a a week. to have some fun ?air]

serner recipes for playing guitar No heavy stuff,
lust the baStrS..
,
:Jr.d:ng chords and melodies from
your favorite songs All participants must have
thee own instruments Acoustic instruments

only -

Dawn King'

/

SCOREBOARD
First Region Volleyball
Ail TIMMS CDT
Tuesday
Baliard Memcnal 2. Reidland 0125-14.
25-6)
Calloway Co 2, Carlisle Co 0(25-15,
25-5)
Hickman Co 2. Mayfield 0125-18, 2513)
Paducah Tilghman 2. Fulton City 0(25Nil, 25-9)
Thursdey
Lone Oak at Community Chnshan. 5
p
Marsnall Co at Chnstian Fellowship 6
m
CartS10 C0 at Mayfield, 6 p m
7p
Graves Co
Paducah Tilghman at Reidland
pm
Malor League Baseball
American Lanus,
All Throes CDT
East Division
W
L Pct G8
New York
69 43.616
Tampa Bay
59 44 611
12
Boston
6,5 49.570
5
Toronto
10
59 53.527
Baltimore
39 74 34530 1/2
Centre! Division
W
L Pet
Minnesota
64 49.566
1
Chicago
63 50 558
Detrorl
54 59 478
10
Cleveland
47 66416
17
47 66 416
17
Kansas Crty
West Division
W
L Pct GIS
Texas
85 47 580
Los Angeles
56 57 504 8 1/2
Oakland
56 56 500
9
Seattle
44 70 386
22

Tuesday's Games
Baltimore 14 Cleveland 8
Tampa Bay 8, Detroit 0
Boston 7, Toronto 5
Texas 4, N.Y Yankees 3, 10 innings
Minnesota 12, Chicago White Sox 6
L.A. Angels 3. Kansas City 1
Seattle 2, Oakland 0
Wednesday's Games
Tampa Bay lGarza 11-6) at Detroit
(Verlander 12-7), 12:05 p m
Kansas City (Grerrike 7-11) al L.A.
Angels (Jar Weaver 11-7), 235 p.m.
Oakland (Braden 6-8) at Seattle
(French 1-2). 2.40 p.m.
Baltimore (Bergeson 3-9) at Cleveland
(Tomlin 1.1), 6:05 p.m

This course will offer both the casual and

ouo-based instruction designed to help
students develop effective and healthy vocal
tectintqUeS basics of physiology, practice.
perimnanCE and repertoire will be addressed

--- Tuesday's Games
Flonda 8, Washington 2
I, A Dodgers 15 Philadelphia 9
N Y Mots 1, Colorado 0
St Louis 8. Cincinnati 4
Atlanta 4. Houston 2
Anzona 2, Milwaukee 1
San Diego 4. Poistirirgh 1
Chicago Cuts 8 San I ranctsco 6
Wedrwrsday's Games
St 1_01.45 (Wainwnght 16-6) at
Cincinnati (Arroy0 12-6). 11:35 a ni
Atlanta (Hanson 8-8) at Houston
(W Rodnguez 9-11). 1.05 p m.
Flonda (Volstad 5-81 at Washington
(Olsen 3-3), 6:05 p.m
L A Dodgers (Billingsley 9-6) at
Phrlacielphia (Oswalt 6-13). 605 p.m
Colorado (Francts 4-4) at N Y Mets
(Niese 7-5), 6.10 p m
Anzona (D.Hudson 2-0) at Milwaukee
(Bush 5-9), 7:10 p.m.
Pittsburgh (Ja McDonald 1.11 at San
Diego (Correia 8-7). 9 05 p m
Chicago Cubs (Gorzelanny 6-6) at San
Francisco (Zito 8-6), 9 15 p m

August 15th @ 2:00 p.m.
Tryouts held at Noble Park Baseball
Field in Paducah, Ky. Players

must not
turn II before May 1st, 2011.

-1:c:or info call Dax Myhand
or
'.it‘ Keith Byrd 270-205-5409.

well as

01eca
1#

yourwori
*toexpflore

All courses carry one hour of credit but do not count toward graduation Classes will
begin on Wednesday, August 18 2010 You must be at least 16 years of age to regoster

R?gistration will be held at the Calloway County Public Library
Wednesday, August 11 • 4:30 - 7 p.m.
S100 per course payable at registration covers tuition and all fees.

CINCINNATI (AP)- From
their first-inning scrum to the
final out, the St. Louis Cardinals
sent a message: Don't demean
the defending champs.
Yadier Molina jawed with
Cincinnati Reds second baseman Brandon Phillips in the first
inning Tuesday night, sparking a
benches-clearing fight, and the
Cardinals followed their catcher's lead to an 8-4 victory that
moved St. Louis back into first
place in the NL Central.
Phillips was quoted earlier in
the day as saying he "hates the
St. Louis Cardinals."

CALL 270.809.6937 FOR MORE INFORMATION.
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Cypress Springs
Restaurant
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"Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake"

Serving Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner
Open 8 a.m.-9 p.m. Fri. & Sat., Sun. thru Thurs. 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
Closed Mondays
L ocated Approx
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Cardinals
brawl with
Reds, win

class presentations visits by guest conductors
and performers and conc.ert previews as

IN
STOCK

el Murray High School will host the 2010 Fall Sports Kickoff on
Saturday, Aug. 14 at 6 p.m. at Ty Holland Field. Tickets for parents and
other adults for S3. All athletes, coaches, students and children will be
admitted free. Concassions, Tiger merchandise, Booster Club membership and season passes will be available. Team autographed school
sport prints will be auctioned off. There will also be drawings for prizes.
Groups to be recognized are the MHS and MMS football teams, boys
and girls soccer teams, cross country, golf, volleyball, dance team, swim
team. cheerleaders, band and MMS softball.

The Paducah Storm 10u Baseball
Team will be holding tryouts

live concert attendances.

TO
CO

E The Calloway County Soccer Foundation will host Meet the
Lakers/Alumni Night on Saturday, Aug. 14 with a fundraising BBQ dinner for at 5:30 p.m. and a brief annual board meeting at 6:30.
Introductions of the CCMS spring soccer team and the Lady Laker 2010
team will occur immediately after the board meeting. The Lady Laker
Alumni game will begin at 7 p.m. with the boys soccer team introductions and alumni game beginning around 8 p.m. Former CCHS soccer
players and pacents of former players are invited to attend. For more
inforrnation, please e-mail soccera hillelectnc.com or call i270) 7539562.

enhance listening enjoyment through short in-

lnstr uctor: Dr. Tana Field
lthe,dbartholoinew rnurraystate edu)
tOonday 6 - 6:50 p.m.
Fine Arts 314 (max_ 15 people)

National League
At A Glance
All Times CDT
By The Associated Press
East Division
W
L Pct GB
Atlanta
65 48 575
Phaadelphia
62 50 554 2 1
New York
56 56 500 8 1'2
9
55 56 495
Ronda
Washington
49 64 434
16
Central Division
W
L Pct G8
S1 Louis
63 49 563
Cincinnati
64 50 561
11
Milwaukee
53 61 465
Houston
48 64 429
15
Chicago
48 65 42515 1,2
Pittsburgh
39 73 348
24
West Division
W
L Pot GB
San Diego
65 46 586
64 50 561 2 12
San Francisco
7
Los Angeles
59 54 522
Colorado
58 54 518 7 1,2
Anzona
45 69 39521 1:2

ALL

▪ MHS season tickets and all sports passes are on sale between 9
a.m. and 2 p.m. at the school through Fnday. Passes will also be available at the annual Fall Sports Kick Off at Ty Holland Stadium Saturday
from 6-7 p.m. Passes include: Football Parking Passes. Reserve
Football TIci<ets and All Sports Passes.

and

experienced music listener the opportunity to

Boston (C Buchholz 12-5) at Toronto
(kAarcum 10-5). 6 07 p m
N Y Yankees (Vazquez 9-8) at Texas
(CI Lee 10-5) 7 05 p m
Minnesota (Perkins 0-0) at Chrcago
White Sox iDanks 11 81 7 10 p m

SportsBriefs

designs that good writing achieves, several writaia

Instructor: Dr. Bradley Almquist
(brad almquist MurraySlate- edu)
Wednesday 10:30-11:20 a.m.
Fine Arts 314 (max 80 people)

•270,753-8355

Jr/h./hi/11

August 14th @ 10:30 a.m.

nylon (classical) or steel-string

Raise Your Voice!

Business •Home•(ar•Health •lAfe
mai,- on. companv agency."'

will cover a range of poems,short stories and
abilities to read carefully and analytically as well as to write imitative
and original work. We will also investigate the
devices that good writing utilizes and the overall
We

essays so as to improve our

How to Listen to Classical Music
aii -

the Insurance Center of Nlurrav

PADUCAH STORM
TRYOUTS

Instructor: Dr. Carrie Jerrell
(cjerreill a morraystate.edu)
Tuesday 6 - 6:50 p.m.
Faculty Hall 206 (max. 20 people)

assignments will be discussed and critiqued in
a friendly. laid-bock workshop environment All
needed materials will be provided in class

Instructor: Brent Webster
ibrent wehLter morraystate edu)
Monday 7 - 7:50 p.m.
Fine Arts 3004 (max 75 people)

Baurer. "Obviously he scored a
lot of goals last year, and people
are going to he watching him
this year."
For his part, Bokeno says he
is getting used to playing with a
new crop of midfielders.
"The guys last year were like
my family', and they knew how I
played and what kind of runs I
would make," he said. "It's kind
of weird not to see them Olt the
field ... But we're getting used
to each other now, and we're
getting it down."
Bokeno will be joined by
bigger, stronger counterpart
Darius Nabavi at striker, a sen
ior who Baurer says he expects
to have a strong year.
In the midfield, seniors Rob
DeBoer, Kyle Lewis and Steven
Arnold (a likely center mid)join
juniors Lake Butterworth and
Lincoln Miller and sophomore
.Alex Ward in competing for
playing time.
On defense, Kennedy and
Russell will be joined by fellow
senior Niko Sikkel, who Baurer
says has stepped up and played
well in the offseason.
Juniors Johnny Thiede. Zach
Travis
and
Matthew
VanAmeringen will provide
depth in the backfield.
"This is a less experienced
team. but I've been playing with
these guys a lot, so I'm used to
them," said Russell. "It may. be
a little rough at first, but at the
end of the season, we can be
very good. We're a little smaller, but we're tough, and we'll
fight for the ball.-

CP.A1st

E
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Murray In

HWY 121
www.cyprossspringsrestort.com
Still Owned & Operated by the Williams Family

15 miles South of Murray off

270-436-5496
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m2
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to 0
4

a1
iryh 1
n Francisco 6
y's Gems
A 16-6) at
2-6) 11 35 a m
)al Houston
1 05 p m
at Wastungton
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16-13). 605 p m
-4) at N Y Mets
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Moonroof/spoiler
Chrome Wheels
Satellite Rath°
STK # P7565 - P7566
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2010 CHEVROLET HHR LS
• 8,000 MILES

$17,986
T/C
PW / PL
CD / Moonroof
Flex Fuel ;Satellite Radio
STK # P7564

2008 PONTIAC G8
12,000 MILES
T/C
PW/PL
CD / Tinteci Windows
STK # P7554

2008 MAZDA 3
th.,
17,000 MILES
T/C
PW / PL
Moonroof / Spoiler
Alloy Wheels
STK # P7577
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$15,986
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1.000 MILES
RANSFORMER SPECIAL EDITION

$21,986
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gas leak
Report: One dead, one hurt in northern Kentucky
Tuesday night
A Duke Energy spokesperson told the newspapci
himic
police called the utility to tum off gas to the
turtlicr
said
officials
Department
Fire
Cos'ngton
details would not be released until later
Wednesday.

COVINGTON. Ky. iAPi - - A published report
in northern Kentucky says one person has been
killed and another injured in a natural gas leak.
The Kentucky Enquirer cites Covington police
and fire emergency communications in reporting
one person was found dead inside a home late
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Sudoku is a nuMber-plecing puzzle based on a
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KYSER LOUGH Ledger 8. Times
ly held a nighttime practice outside Waterfield Library. Racer Band camp is currently underway on campus in preparation for the fall show and a camp concert will be held Sunday, Aug.
15, at 7 p.m. on the steps of Lovett Auditonum.

Associated Press Writers
DILLINGHAM. Alaska rAP)
-- Former Sen. Ted Stevens lay
dead in the mangled fuselage of
the plane. A I 3-year-old boy
escaped death but watched his
father die a few feet away.
Medical workers spent the miserable night tending to survivors' broken bones amid a
huge slick of fuel that coated a
muddy mountainside.
The gruesome details of the
plane crash that killed Stevens
and four others emerged as
investigators tried to figure out
how the float plane crashed into
a mountain during a fishing trip.
Three teenagers and their parents were on the plane. including the former head of NASA.
Authorities were studying
weather patterns to understand
if overcast skies. rain and gusty
winds played a role in a crash
that claimed the life of the most
revered politician in Alaska history.
The Republican was remembered as a towenng political
figure who brought billions of
dollars to the state dunng his 40
years in the Senate — a career
that ended amid a corruption
trial in 2008. lie was later
cleared of the charges.
A pilot who was one of the
first to arrive at the scene
described a horrific scene of airplane wreckage. fuel. rainy
weather, dead bodies and frightened survivors.
As he helped shuttle a doctor
and two EMTs to the scene
about three hours after the
crash. Tom Tucker described
seeing a survivor still strapped
in the front seat with the nose of
the plane disintegrated. His
head was cut. and his legs
appeared to he broken.
He and other responders made
a tarp tent over the missing
cotkpit to keep him dry.. It was
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IF YOU ARE INTIRESTED IN GIVING
YOUR CHILD EVERY ADVANTAGF„
CONSIDER THESE FACTS:

.
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NOTICE
• The Murray City Council will meet at 6:30 p.m. Thursday
at City Hall. There will be a first reading of a budget amendment of $5.500 to purchase a vehicle for the Calloway County
Emergency Management Director and a first reading of an
ordinance amending parking violation fines.
Another first reading will be to amend the fee paid for city
fire hydrants from $48 each to $26,000 a year and another
will be to amend the capital expenditure budget by $15.000
for the construction and installation of a glass pulverizer
Another first reading will be to vote on personnel changes at
the police and fire departments and another will regard a
budget change related to the police department's air conditioner The council will also vote on re-appointing Chris Clark
and Stan Henley to the Architectural Review Board and
appointing Thomas Clendenen to the Cablevision Advisory
Commission to fill the unexpired term of Jo Crass. The council will finally meet in executive session for personnel matters
• The Murray Public Works Committee will meet at 5:20
p.m. Thursday in City Hall to discuss the transfer of Water
District # 3 customers to the city's water system. The
Finance/Personnel Committee will then meet at 5:30 p.m.
and will discuss amending the code of ordinances as it pertains to the non-elected positions of police and fire chiefs
They will also discuss the glass pulvenzer project with the
ccunty and Murray State University and a related proposed
budget amendment. They will also discuss the on-call policy
and repairing or purchasing a new air conditioner for the
poke department.
• To report a Town Crier item call 753-1916
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Survivors of Alaska plane
crash spent cold night
rainy and cold, and lie believes
the passengers• heavy duty
waders protected them when
they went into shock.
The flights at Dillingham are
often perilous through the
niountains, even in gocxi weather. NTSB chairwoman Deborah
Hersman said weather conditions at the time of the accident
included light rain. clouds and
gusty winds.
Hersman said the group had
eaten lunch at a lodge and
boarded a 1957 red-and-white
float plane between 3 p.m. and
3:15 p.m. local time for a trip to
a salmon fishing camp. The
FAA had previously said the
plane took off between 1 p.m.
and 2 p.m.
Lodge operators called the
fish camp at 6 p.m. to inquire
when the party would be returning for dinner, but were told that
they never showed up. Civilian
aircraft were dispatched. and
pilots quickly spotted the
wreckage a few miles from the
Hersman said.
The doctor and EMTs were
flown to ihe area and hiked to
the wreckage as fog and rain
blanketed the area and nightfall
set in, making it impossible Inr
rescue officials to reach the
scene until daybreak.
Aviation
Federal
The
the
said
Administration
Dellavilland DHC-3T was registered to Anchorage-based
General Communications Inc..
a phone and Internet company.
The victims were identified as
Stevens: pilot Theron "Terry"
Smith, 62, of Eagle River:
William "Bill" Phillips Sr.,
Dana Tindall, 48, an executive
with GCE and her I6-year-old
daughter Corey Tindall.
The four survivors were former NASA administrator Sean
O'Keefe and his teenage son,
William "Willy" Phillips Jr., 13:
ot
Morhard.
Jim
and
Alexandria, Va.
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BAND PRACTICE: The percussion section of the Murray State University Racer Band recent-
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By MARK THIESSEN
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